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ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH II), 1900.
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Special to Evening Citizen.
13. Sufficient
Washington. March
names have been- secured to call a
house republican caucus on tho statehood bill at 3 o'clock on Thursday.
It seems probable that Speaker Cannon will be sustained and the result
may be lo force four states into the
union at the next session of congress.
Oklahoma is 20,000 democratic, and
its admission, without an offset, might
change the presidency and the political complexion of the nexf. house.
Many say ".hat there would be considerable danger that the Colorado incident, might bo repeated. The talk Is
growing stronger dally In favor of ad
mining New Mexico to counteract
Oklahoma in the senate.
Senator Knox has reported favorably the bill creating a fifth Judicial
district for Arizona.
Delegate Andrews has been assured
of a $25,n(iO fish hatchery for the up-e- r
Pecos river.

For Armour's Attorney Speaks
Complete Divorce From
AH Day to Judge
Her Husband.

d

Action in Senate.
Washington, March 13. The senate
today authorized the erection of a
congress his
federal building at Denver to cost
renew In the Fifty-nintefforts made in the Fifty seventh and
congresses, to get a bill
Connections at Crossings, '
passed, reorganizing the consular serWhen the senate convened today, vice of the United States
upon a raScott presented an amendment to the tional basis if apjKiIntment and probill,
requiring
railroads
railroad rate
motion. In bis replies Senator Ix)dge
to make connection with intersecting seemed to be much discouraged over
proper
for
the
facilities
lines, with
outlook of getting any favorable
transfer of business and the exchange tho
by congress on the subject. He
action
of cars.
said that he had repeatedly suceeedcu
in getting his bills out of committees,
WHAT HOUSE DID.
Washington, D. C, March 13. The but that, after that had been done, he
committee on Interstate and Foreign had never been adequately supported
Commerce today decided to make a by the commercial organizations of
favorable report on the Townsend the country. As a result of tho cor
Joint resolution, providing for an ap respondence Senator Ixdge took up
propriation of $50,000 lo enable the tho matter with President Roosevelt
Interstate Commerce Commission to and Secretary Root, and Mr. Gardner
investigate railroads and other nion himself took H up with the secretary
of state. The president and secretary
opolles under the Tillman-Gillespjoint resolution.. The Townsend reso- Root 6trongly supported tho plan of
lution also corrects the defects in the a thorough consular reform and It
Tillman-Gillespresolution jiointed was agreed to call a convention of
representatives of the various com
out by the president.
merclal bodies In the country, for the
Big Appropriation Bill.
purpose of obtaining concerted supThe house begun the consideration port for any reform measures In reof the legislative, executive and Judi- gard to the consular service, which
cial appropriation bill today. The bill should meet with the approval of the
carries a total appropriation of
convention. Secretary Gardner seut
out the call for a convention and the
commercial and other organizations ot
Caucus Not Till Thursday.
Washington, D. C March 13. On the country to whom Invitations were
account of the reception hero tomor- sent, responded promptly by appointrow night to Governor Pennypacker ing delegates to the convention.
of Pennsylvania, the republican statehood caucus has been postponed until Thursday afternoon.
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Fifty-eight-

h
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Washington, D. C, March 13. Because of an utter lack of "team work"
between the navy department and con.
gress tho present session of congress
promises to go by with little accomplished for the navy. The house
on naval affairs is dissatisfied
Jhat Secertary Bonaparte should have
sent in estimates for $120,000,000 in
appropriations for the next fiscal year,
when the state of the revenues do not
permit such an apportionment for the
ea power. The committee has already cut atom $20,000,000 out of the
total. Members say they dislike to
do this, as it would have been better
for tho department to have used the
knife before the estimates were sent
to congress.
Whin reported the naval bill will
carry between $:8,000,0o0 and
The members of the house
anticipate additions of $3,000,000 to
$l,000,ooo by the senate. Toe House
committee Is still at sea regarding
naval increase. The navy department
lias furnished nothing but division of
opinion as to whether the next battle-nhlshould be 18,000 tons or more,
Jiko the British Dreadnought, recently
launched. Not only has the department not yet advised the committee
of the type of the one battleship there
is a chance of Laving authorized, but
no final decision has been reached as
lo the specifications, nor have contracts been made for the building of
the Michigan and the Snith Carolina
authorized mote than one year ago.

WATER

FUNERALS

The Philippine Tariff Bill Was Strangled
News Item.

WITH SOME Op OUR

HOME AND ABROAD

Telegraphers

and Station Salt Lake Held in Grasp of
Agents Accept the OffWorst Blizzard For
ers Made Them

'

Bad

WrecK

in

Omaha-Pennsylv- ania

Road Wants to Buy
Some

Others.

Harbor and Inundates
Houses.

,

MINERS

Chicago, 111., March 13. Attorney
John S. Miller, counsel for the Armours In the packing case, resumed
his argument today before Judge Humphrey, contending that the court
should direct the Jury to return verdict for the packers. It is expected
that he will speak ail day.
ILLEGAL RATE MAKING
THOROUGHLY SIFTED
Kansas City, March 13. When tha
Interstate Commerce Commission resumed Its hearing here today in tha
Investigating charges of discrimination
in railroad rates on oil, filed by the
Kansas Oil Producers' association, it
was believed the work In Kansas City
would be finished this evening. When
the commission concludes the hearing
here, Judson C. Clements will go to
Davenport, Iowa, to Investigate other
charges of alleged illegal rate making.
c

CONFLICT

tha
Jail of this
orders of the supreme court and over
the protests of Governor Gooding, tua
three federation officials were taken
from Boise penitentiary this morning
and placed in the local county Jail
here. To forestall any effort at rescue, dozens of deputies were sworn In
CHURCH INVENTORY
and will patrol the jail night and day.
RESISTED TO DEATH If this protection ahall not be suffiPrlvas, France, March 13. The pop cient, the governor will call out the
illation of the town of Coucouron militia.
about fifty miles from here, has de
ternuned to resist the taking of an In GREAT JEWISH SOCIAL
FUNCTION FO RTOMORROW.
ventory of the church
under the
New York, March 13. The great
church and state separation law. The
Important
doors are heavily barricaded
and Puriru ball, the most society
in thla
event of Jewish
strong gratings have been fastened
at Madison Sqare
across 'the windows. One hundred city, will be Theld eventng,
and. Judgmn armed with rifres and provision Garden, tomorrow
from
ed for a long alege, are Installed In ing from the preparations and manithe enthusiasm nnd interest
side the building.
fested in the ball by the better classes
of Jewish society in this city, the ball
CONSERVATIVE VOTE AND
APATHY MARK ELECTION will be the most brilliant and sucSt. Petersburg, March 13. Returns cessful Purlin ball ever held in this
from the peasant elections continue city, or any other city. In the United
generally to show the selection of eld States. Among the patronesses are
Isldor
era, priests and village scribes to rep Mrs. Jacob H. Schiff, Mrs. Henry
Mrs. Leo Kohns. Mrs.
resent them at the district conven Strauss,
Mrs.
Louis Marshall,
tlons; but thero are notable Instances Morgenfhau,
Samuel Adler, Mrs. Joseph
of apathy or of demand for & complete Mrs.
Mayar Ashor, Miss Sadie American,
new electoral plan. Full returns from Mrs.
Ixnils Adler, Mrs. M. Katman.
tho worknitu's election at Moscow Mrs. H.
A. Giilnzberg, Mrs. Alexander
show that 65 per cent participated, Kohut, Mrs. If.
Pererla Mandor., Mrs.
and that they mostly selected moder- Frederick Nahtan, Mrs. J. B. Green-hu- t.
ate liberals.
Mrs. II. J. Greenhut, Mrs. Maf
Mrs. Jacob A. Cantor, Mrs.
W.
Kraus,
MORE BURIALS THAN
Werthelm and many others.
HEARSES CAN BE HAD Jacob
Prtrceeding
the ball there will be a
Paris, March 13. Hundreds of fun- musical entertainment.
Tho proceeds
surbeing
erals are
held at the towns
It is believed will
which,
ball
from
the
rounding Courrlere, where the mine reach $25,OnO. will go to the Beth Isdisaster of Saturday resulted in the rael hospital In this city. The deloss of over a thousand lives. Snow mand for boxes has been unprecehas fallen but lines of mourners fill
the premiums paid for
every road, many carrying caskets, dented and higher
seats were
this year than ever
where hearses are not obtainable. The before.
latest figures show 1,212 victims ot
more bod- POWER OF AMERICAN
tho explosion. Twenty-siies were recovered this morning.
PRESIDENT ILLUSTRATED.
13. A
New York. N. Y,. March
president of the United States has
VENEZUELA CONDITIONS
great power ty help worthy enterARE NOT ATTRACTIVfc prises without putting forth any great
exertion.
His movements . are ot
throughout
course, chronicled
tho
New York, March 13. Amazing re- length and breadth of the land, and it
ports of tho condition of affairs in there be any worthy object to which
Venezuela come by mall from Willeni-stea- he has made a visit or paid attention
According to these stories, to, It is at once brought before the
Castro has carried his greed to such whole nation, and to the atentlon of
lengths that nearly all industries ex- millions of people scattered throughcept those in which' tho president and out
the country. The president's visit
have to Sea
his favorites are interested,
brought to the knowlt
he edge of Breeze
been' ruined or driven out of
of thousand the fact
hundreds
country. The people in the small
maimed and cripthousands
of
that
peoare.
siarving and the city
towns
can
be cured of tuberpled
children
a
ple are not much better off. At
if brought under the Influence
banquet given by an American In culosis health
giving air breezes. No
of the
MaraeailK), the second city of Venetoner had Mr. Hoosevelt's visit, been
zuela, many of the guests, who infacts that visit
cluded the leading men of the town, written up '""1 the
out been made public through
stuffed bread in their pockets, and brought
tin press than ihe benevolent ones
carried away all the food they could set
about forming projects to accoin-- 1
In
people
secrete. Naked
the streets
h
la
the good that seemed wal'.lug to
common
a
are
towns
the
small
of
sight. They are too poor to buy the be done.
Hero is Mr. MocLefiiler. pausing a
slightest covering for their bodies.
dodgllO'V these extraordinary conditions moment from his exblllarating
have been brought about is explained ing of the process servers, to give
by an Knglish
refugee from la $1J5,000 to the New York AssiH'iutiou
(ftiayra, who told his story to the for improving the Condition of tho
of
the Boor, for the erection of a premanent
Wlllemstad correspondent
New York Herald, which has always seaside hospital, where children sufCastro's strongest fering from tuberculosis in tho boueH
been President
A half
newspaper friend in
the United and glands may be treated.
at
States. As reported by this corre- dozen men spring to the front
Kocke-leller's
spondent, his iufortnant. until lately once to assist In doubling Mr.
visit
offer. Let the president
a prosperous sugar planter in Veneany ohter Institution of a kindred
zuela, said:
foun"The poveity of the cMintiy and its character and he would tap the measIndustrial prostration are due t,i the tains of liencvoleniv for relief
monopolization of all the principal in- ures.
dustries of the country to be operated
Kansas City Market.
by the coterie that sing the presiKatisas City. March 13. Cat tie
dent's praises, and in which he olds
Including sou' herns;
l.'i.iion;
the controlling interest. In this way
Castro has amassed in six years a market steady to 10 cents lower. NaI4.OiiJi5.oO;
southern
tive steers,
fortune estimated at $I8,imio,oimi."
It, seems that while I he anphalt and slu rs $3 r,ofi o on; southern cows $2.25
French cable companies have been fMoo; native cows and heifers. 12.25
the heaviest and most conspicuous '(iTi ln; stockers and feeders, 3.oo4t
sutfereis from Castro s rapacity, they $4 75; bulls, $3.o0'(I $i; in; calves. $3.00
il7.l'0; wist.rn fed steer. $3.0u&'
have plenty of companions in mis,.fjii; western fed cows, $2.2'(J 4.0O.
fortune.
S.imo;
market
receipts,
Sheep
Stock Market.
seaily; niiit'ons, $4.Dolt5yo; lambs,
York,
13. Closing
March
New
range wethers, $i.75il
$3. : 'it 6 no,
Atchison, lO, : pfd llO'V,; r..oo: fed ewes. $l.aft 5.40.
stocks:
V

Washington, IX C, March 13. A
committee of five, representing telegraphers and station agents of the
Southern railway, last night agreed to
accent the wage scale of that road
The scale does not contervpiate a min
imum or a maximum wage la" has
been adjusted with a view of fitting
each individual case.

Salt Lake, tUb. March 13. From
midnight until daylight, Salt Lake
was In the grasp of the worst storm
In years. Beginning with a drizzling
rain, the wind, which at times blew
sixty miles an hour, followed. Signs
were wrenched from their fastenings
chimneys were shattered, and In some
Instances roofs were carried away
and great damage was doue to uncompleted buildings. Tho telegraph
companies are paralyzed, but one
wire out of Salt Lake being work
able. The wind was followed bv one
of the fiercest blizzards ever exptjrl-ence- d
here. Street car traffic was al
most impossible tills morning.

SLIPPERY TRACK CAUSE
DEATH

AND INJURY

Omaha, Nebr., March 13. In a colli
sion today between two street cars
one man, Jacob Paulson, watchman,
was killed and seven persons were Injured. The injured are Wm. Hiclit,
who will die; Freda Hoffman Albright,
aged 18. aim crushed, ribs crushed
and will probably die; Figa Anderson,
,
ago 4, badly hurt, may die; Joo
internal Injuries; Mary Maloney,
internal injuries; Miss Colder, badly
bruised and Internally injured. Slippery rails were responsible for the
accident.

acial

STREET CARS AND
TRAINS DEMORALIZED
Dos Moines, March 13. A heavy
snow storm struck Iowa early today
and increased st,iadi!y in iseveri'jy.
Street car traffic Is badly Impeded
and the Interruption of train service
is threatened.

Ryn-Uar-

STOCKHOLDERS VOTE TO

SHIPS DRIVEN ASHORE

BUY OTHER RAILROADS
Philadelphia, Pa., March 13. The
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HEAVY GUARDS AROUND

of the orthodox Catholics here, and
serious clashes nre occurring. A
IOWA PREY OF SNOW STORM procession of converts came Into
conflict today with a crowd of work
men, during which a priest was shot,
At Hamburg Wind Drives Sea in and whereupon his following attacked
and killed five persons.

BY THE SOUTHERN RAILWAY

'

,

HUNDREDS

GOODING WANTS TO
CALL OUT MILITARY
AMONG SECTS.
Caldwell, IdaJio, March 13. Under a
Lodz, Poland, March 13. Maria- - heavy guard, beaded by Sheriff Nichvltism, a new Catholic sect, wHTch Is
of Canyon county. Moyer, Haygaining converts by the thousands, la ols
wood and PetUhone are now In tha
arousing Intense hostility on the part county
city. Under
DEADLY

lYears.

j

'
j

der the management of hllisoii Carroll
(Jibt-oor Mangum. Carroll
a:i o. ,.. hampion
cow roper or the
s tM.
u,rl y The sport has been prohibited
u,. ()iier territories and
,v )art
Oi.lahoma is the nly place where It
If statehood should
i nine, this spun will probably be pro- hibi'i d as it is in all other states and
territories. ICntries for the contest.
l.:ie !.ei n sent from South America and an interesting conan.:
is , xpecte 1. liesidp the champion
l.;. ol the world a prize of $1,000
will
u i:; awai' the winner. Carroll
.iiiil.e he effun it his life ti retain
a
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Money Market.
13.
Money
y,.rk. March

on
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Chicago Cattle Market.
.
March Hi. Cattle reci ipts,
market steady; beeves llt.HO'tf
and heifers. $1.5nfj ."i.tij;
is and feeders, $'.;, in;.7o ; Tex-

Chica-'K-

n,i,u

e.-s-

ias

by the Senate

STORMS RAGE AT

meeting of the flood Government Leaand he also referred to the city
gue last night, and that paper, in its building bonds, but no discussion dur
Rochester, N. Y March IS. Susan
account of the meeting, clearly faked ing the meeting wa.s made on the 11. Ant bony died, e ":y this morning,
presseeming
everybody
to
of
members
latter
think lifter a long ill'i'
Arrangements:
the sentiments
the
ent when it states that "the discus thai the el'y building pr position was for the funeral v.
pr.l.ahly be made
MRS. LONGWORTH'S DOG
a
is
building
a
a
rigot
a
om
in
night
today.
and
showed that there
ATTRACTION
AT SHOW sion last
Buffalo, N. . Y.. March 13. "Fash-inn.- a pretty general sentiment In favor necessity.
The funeral of "
Susan II An- system."
thony has teen he' for Thursday, at
terrier, which of purchasing the water
the Boston
Alderman Harrison Present.
o'clock. Uevenri Cainotl of
Millionaire Stillman bought for $l,.riOii
The proceedings of the meeting, j Mr. Strotip stated that members of
Unitarian hu:. h. of which Miss
and presented to Miss Alice Roosevelt, which are regularly and accurately th(1 cjty council had b.en Invited to
will officiate.
was a nien.i.-rnow Mrs. Nicholas Longworth, us a told in this article, showed positively )(H
Author
regre
see
to
ted
but he
it.sent,
,,.,
by
,.
wedding present, win ie one or me that the sentiments
Aliturm-.exnressed
,hut
GAS
BREAKS
WELL
it tract ions at the dg show which will those present were decidedly opposed li3r, ;sm from' the Fourth ward, and
ALL RESTRAINTS.
..pen here tonigin at cny on ention IO nurchasine the old plant at such .... sl
aid, rman to txnlatu the
V.i.
The great
Kan., Mar'
Jial!, under the auspiees or the liur-tal- exorldtant figures, and this will l' position of the council on the water g'lsCane.
s from here.
well, s vera;
The number ot proven at the polls on Tuesday, u
Keunel club.
1njiu. giving the meeting such
which wa.s capped,
terday. witii a
unusually large this
' format!, n as the council had on thlti hiif t iron ho,,:!.
Apiil 3.
entries
It had liurmi
jiud some of the finest dogs, that have
Ini) ortant proposition.
without leHtiain t
seventeen days.
The Proceedings.
won firt prizes at the exhibitions in
consuming million
' feet of gas,
Pursuant to call, published In a
Harrison Enlightened Meeting.
New York and Host on will be thown
ay. After cim- ma-- was verv !mm ''" 'u asattr
.
hni l.Pfn 111 h small local iiaragranh in The Evening
nrium'
l
t.wive
the fire.
........hours, tin-i- i
Inlawed this 'year and. while two or Citizen, about forty members of the ii.tcrHKiii.ir. showing the p rsona! an ,! fining
t
' 'unity ty a trenoon was pertora
yr on uovernniem
mei
iasi
m
re
out,
took
left
certain
interest
bien
private
have
:"1 and flames
three breeds
night
Red Men's hall on Gold ave- In the matter of the fu;oinUiieni of mendous force i t
;ban a do. en new ones have been nue forat the
it,
a li"ap of
under
and
'atne
,
discussing
lm
purpose
of
etc.. and how cer- scrap
added to the list. The entries in the poraut matters pertaining to the fu special couiinit
lrin.
were
council
Dalmain
"things''
Danes,
ih"
('.real
tain
Rernard.
ture of this city, especially the pur- swung favorably to t!i" Water Supply WOOL MARKET KEEPS
tians and R'iRsian Wolf hounds art;
chase of the Water company's proper company.
of
year.
Some
this
STIFF AND STRONG.
jaricularlv tin"
ty at the price which a majority of
i
ii,.
th:it be mat'i'' In the
are
i 13.
country
Boston, Mass
the
in
l;enr.e!s
Moderate
the tlne.,1
demembers of the city council
tie iu the woo!
flrM place, hud been brought up In business has bee::
represented by a number of their tin-- t the
every
1250,0ml,
for
but which
the council by the introduction of a, market, with prio generally firmly
specimens. In addition to the reg- clared
.ti a syong
a number or special fair minded man In the city has re bill for an ordinance to exltnu lhaheld. The mark.
War 11M III
,.rl"
on
,nrl.ll.l,l
,!1a,i..l
are
Worsted i;
franchise, although the c mpany had tion.
prizes in the ft'1 of cups aim trov weight orders.
President Sulzer Absent.
nearu- - fourteen years yet to run on working on their
phies have been offered for the
In 'he absence of J. F. Sul.er, the
ontiuuej light
las well as on t
.xhUdts in a nutnl er :f the principal'
weight demand.
(Continued o" pag four.)
'president. A H. Stroup, the secretary,
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committee

In

COMMON CARRIERS

Interesting Meeting of Good Government League
Held Last Night
Burke Voted "No"
Against Adoption of Important Resolution.

com-mitte-

BY

COUNTESS CA8TELLANE
ASKS FULL DIVORCE
Paris. March 13. Countess TSbnl de
Castellane, accompanied by Edmond
Kelly, her lawyer, today appeared be
fore Judge Dltte, president of the
civil tribunal of the Seine, and asked
permission to amend the proceedings
in her application for separation, so
that the decree be given her as an
absolute divorce.
The application
asks for the custody of the children,
pending the legal proceedings.

"consuls-general-at-large,- "

PURCHASING

HELD

St Petersburg, March 13. This
city has been fret so far. from tha
carnival of robbery and murder Drev- atent in tna interior cities, but was
today the scone of a daring robbery
In broad daylight. A dozen men, arm
ed with revolvers, entered the gov
ernment spirits distillery, on Schlus-sel- n
embankment, held up the employes, rifled the safe, and escaped.

'

COMPANY'S

WILL

Trouble in France. Close at Kansas City Today.
How Peasantry Are Voting
Next Hearing to be
in Russia.
in Iowa.

AND COUNTRY FLOODED
Hamburg, March 13. A hurricane
of the Pennsylvania Is blowing water Into the harbor and
stockholders
Railroad company will hold a meeting Hooding the houses and also driving
at Horticultural Hall this afternoon vessels ashore. The country down the
ror tho purpose or receiving and con- - Kibe Is Hixded, whllo tho land batter
Miriprlnp tht nnnnnl re.nr.rf rf tha rnnrf '
:i
rwinilnnniwlv flrlnir nliirnu ai
and of acting upon the agreement in the landmarks are not visible owing
connection with the absorption of the to the sever storm.
W. S.
Alleghany Valley, the Southwest PennOKLAHOMA'S LIVE STOCK
sylvania and the York Haven &
SHOW LARGELY ATTENDED
railroads.
Oklahoma City. Okla.. March 13.
There will be another meeting of
the stockholders on March 27, when The Midland Valley Uve S.oek show
opined here today and the city Is
four new directors will be elected.
tilled with western cattlemen, who
ALDERMAN HARRISON GAVE SIGNIFICANT FACTS
have come here to see the exhibition
Later Information Received.
Tho principal business transacted of rattlo and aluo to attend the contoday at the annual meeting of the vention of cattlemen which will be
'
4
4 4 4 4
4
4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 stockholders of the Pennsylvania rail- In Id here this week. It Is the Inten4 4
4 4'
Last night at the meeting of the Good Government League the 4 road was the adoption of a resolution tion to form a tstate organization at
4
'4 following resolution was introduced by S. Vann:
4 authorizing the acquisition of addi- thin convention, for the purpose of
4
"IN VIEW OF THE LUCID REPORT OF THE ALLEGED CON- - 4 tional lines. For this purpose the dl erecting unliable exhibition buildings
rectors authorized an issue from time and holding In them two exhibitions
'4 DITION OF THE WATER COMPANY'S PROPERTY, THAT IT
WAS THE SENSE OF THIS MEETING,
AS AN ORGANIZATION,
4 to time of theremainiler of tho capital every year; a hog and agricultural
in the fall and a cattle show
'4 THAT WE SHOULD NOT VOTE FOR THE PURCHASE OF THE
4 sock, which amounts to $18,000,ooo.
4 WATER COMPANY'S PLANT."
4 Tho roads to bo acquired are the In the spring. The location of the
4
The resolution was unanimously carried, with only one dissenting 4 Southwestern Pennsylvania, which ex buildings to be treeted will be detertends through the "l.e region from mined by the convention and the re4 vote, that being W. S. Burke, editor of the Morning Journal, and who
4 was there to do the bidding of his masters.
4 (ireensburg t CornieUsvllle, and the quired funds will be raised so as to
i. rilontown, York Haven & Rowonna have ine liiilldiugs ready for the expo-s:;in4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Valley
railroad, and the Allegheny
in the fall of this year.
called the muting to order, and, in railroad.
The Fakir Misrepresented Facts.
An interesting feature in connecOur esteemed morning contempo- a few pointed words, stated that the
ts n with the cattle show will be the
rary, better known all over the south- meeting was called for the discussion FUNERAL OF
last roping contest that will probMltf
west as the Albuquerque Fakir Jour- of the proiosi!ion of voting on bonds
ably ever be held in the southwest, or
nal, had V. 8. Hurke, Its editor, at the to purchase tho water works for $2.io,-inn- ,
B. ANTHONY anywhere else. It will be entirely un- -

T

INVESTIGATION

Similar

Among the prominent men who nre
here as delegates to the convention
are the following: Guy Van Arminge,
ueorge Frederick Victor, Daniel P.
Morse, George B. Armstrong and Leo
Alexander, representing the Merchants
association of New York: J. Harry
Tregoe, former president Law league
or America, Philadelphia;
General
Francis V. Green and Ansley Wilcox,
representing the Buffalo, N. Y.. cham-le- r
of commerce, and many others.
It Is proposed nt this convention
to create a permanent national com.
mittee on consular reform to eupple
ment and make effective the work of
the National Consular Reform conven
tion, the committee to consist cf one
member from each organization in the
United Slates, favoring consular re
form, or, at least one memler from
each congressional district. The Idea
is that each member of the national
committee shall carry out in his own
state and congressional district the
purpose of the convention to secure
satisfactory legislation by congress.
One of the subjects that will come
up for discussion in the convention is
the consular reform bill, now before
congress. It has already passed the
senate and la in the bands of the
house committee on foreign affairs.
One of th e sections of the bill provides for the appointment ot flvo Inspectors of consulates, to be known
as
who
shall receive each $5,000 a year sud
traveling expenses.
Thesa officials
shall have a roving commission to go
around the wcrld Inspecting consulates and, vesud with the authority
to supplant, the resident consuls, taking over their offices and clearing out
tho entire forces of their offices.
There are a great many features o
that bill, which make It highly unpopular in the house and also objection
able to the commercial and industrial
Interests of the country. The Jill will
be thcrouhly considered and discussed and it is expected that tho action
of the house will be to a great extent
influenced by the decision of the
Consular Reform convention in the
matter.
The sessions of the convention are
In Id in the New Wlllard and the convention will be in session for two
days.

DECLARES AGAINST

NAVY PROBABLY GET
LEl-IN APPROPRIATIONS.

Humphreys.

CHURCH STRIFE IN POLAND OIL

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL

Washington, D. C, March 13.
Nearly every prominent commercial
and Industrial organization In the
country, as well as nearly every civic
organization of prominence will be
represented by delegates in the Consular Reform convention, which opens
here today. The great tnterest shown
by the public In general and the civic
and commercial Interests of the country In particular, proves beyond doubt
that the necessity of a thorough reform In our consular system Is fully
appreciated and that the time has
come when the people will insist upon
such measures as are considered necessary to raise our consular system
of
and service to a higner stanc-arusefulness.
As far back as last autumn, Mr.
Frank S. Gardner, secretary of the
New York Board of Trade and Trans
portation, corresponded with Senator
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GENERAL IMPORTANCE
WHICH ARE NEITHER "SPECIAL
DISPATCHES" NOR
"SPECIAL
CORRESPONDENCE," BUT SCISSORED FROM WEEKLY
From Carlsbad Argus:
H .I Walker, who has Just returned from a trip to the Gudulupc mountains. Informed the Carlsbad Argus
reporter that Sunday morning last, a
little child cf Charley Cochran, who
lives on top of the mountains, a short
distance above Tulk's store, strayed
from home and was not found until
i o'clock Monday
afternoon. When
found the child was hanging about
fifteen feet from a rim. rock, Its
clothing having caught between two
her rocks, fully 200 feet from the
bottom of the cliff over which It had
fallen. Aside from a few bruises and
the natural exhaustion of the child it
was uninjured. In Its wanderings it
had traveled a distance of over ten
miles. The whole country turned out
to hunt for the little wanderer.
Capture of Car Thieves.
From Alamogordo Xew.s:
Officer Dudley of the New Mexico
.Mounted Police has landed five prisoners In the Jail at this place during
the past two days, all of whom are
held to the United States court on
the charge of breaking Into sealed
cars and stellng merchandise. The
men are thought to form an organ
ized gang which has been stealing
from railroad cars in this vicinity
during the pact.
The first two men captured were
taken at OaUlnas, a station on tue
El Paso & Southwestern railroad, near
here, by railroad men, and turned over
to the officer. They gave the names
of Dwyer and Valicroux. The other
hree were pursued through the Gal- linas mountains by the officer and
although heavily armed, were sur
prised and captured single handed.
They said their names were Fit
moses, Hanley and Edwards.
The
stolen goods have not been found but
a search is being made for them.
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Syrup of Figs

manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co.. and in order
to buy the genuine article and to get its beneruial effects,
one has only to note, when purchasing, the full nam.? of
theCompany California Fie Svrun Co. Mainly printedon the
front of every package. Price, 50c per bottle. One m- only.
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The postotllce nddress of each of the
Incorporators Is 117 West Gold Avenue,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

on htock holders'
limitation
Power to examine
stock and
r00k8.
tkan8kkk
VI. The corporation
simM keep ut

Its registered olllco In this Territory the
transier books, in which the transfers
of stock shall be registered,
and the
stock books, which Khali contain the
names and the udurcsses of the stockholders und the number of shares field
bv them respectively, which shall ut ull
ti nes during the usual hours for business be open to the Inspection of a
stockholder In person Willi respect to
his Interest u such stockholder, or for
a purpose germane to his status us such,
upon application in writing to the registered agent of the corporation in charge
of such idtlce and having the custody
of said books; but the registered agent
may refuse permission to uny stockholder to examine the same except us
lo the entries afTectlng the shares owned
by such stockholder,
unless und untli
sallshed that such examination und the
Information to be acquired thereby are
for a legitimate purpose and not for a
purpose Hostile to the Intercuts of the
corporation or Its Individual stockholders, ami tho determination of the rvgis-teriagent shall be linal, conclusive and
binding upon ull stockholders und nil
persons claiming under sue stockholders.
RKOI I.ATIONS RESPECTINU Di RECTI IKS.
VII. In furtherance nnd not in limitation of the powers conferred by statute,
the Hoard of Directors are expressly
authorized:
To hold their meeting, to have one or
more Dices, and to keep the books of
the corporation uithiu or. except us
otherwise provided by statute, without
the Territory of New Mexico, ut such
places as may, from time to lime, be
by them.
To deti rimiie,
from time to time,
whether, 11111I. If allowed, under what
ii.nditiotis and regulations the uccouuts
ami books of the corporation sjiall be
open to (he inspection of the stockholders, and I lit stockholders' rights In this
respect ale and shall be restricted or
Hunted aiTnrdlugly, and no stockholder
shall base any right to Inspect any account fir bi'k or uoctimeut of the corporation, except us conferred by statute
or aulh'di. d b Ihe Hoard of Directors
or by a ie...iut ion of tiie stockholders.
To make, alter, amend mid reaeiud the
ol Hie corporation, to tlx, determine, in. in lime to lime and vary the
amount to be reserved ns working capuiine the limes for ihe decital, to
laration and pa.menl and tiie amount of
curb ill" 10. nil on the slock, lo determine
tin- use and disposition of any
and dir
surplus or ml protits. anil to authorize
anil cause to be executed mortgages Hlld
liens upon the ral and personal prop- riy id th" corporation, provided always
tint a majoiitj of Ihe whole Hoard coll- 1 u r t la rein.
I'Uts'. l!:! to tl!" aftirmatl' e vote of the
a
of Ui. sloek issued
boldeis
and o'llMalallng. at a Stoei.boldel s" nieel-In- i'
daly ri.ual.ol. to sell. iissn;n. tr.llts-.-- r
or oili. rwie dispos- of ihe properly.
11.. Iialilik'
Ho' franchises o t lie corporation as an cntii'- lv. oro id. .1 always
of tic whole la.ard conl nit t a inajorit.v
cur la r.m.
To appoint additional officers of the
r .r ion, ne Paling mi, or mere
a
ice
ids. one or more assistant ireas-'- .
?.. and mi" or more assistant scere-anI" the xt M provided in
th" persons ho appointed
tl...
and m. iv ex. n lse all the
hn.
of Ihe treasp.i.v. rs ot the pr.
S'.r.tiry respectively,
ure! and id ththat nil
pro'.id.d. l....-er,, ,:i .sh ill I"- ehos.-- from the directors.
ioplll" n passed l.y a maturity
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who !e Hoard, utahr suitable
to ilesivaale
O'i
si ai of til
of lloir riuiulivr to cousti-i- I
r tr.'
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all
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nnd (iIbo, that I have compared the
following copy of the nnme, with the
thereof now on tile, unci declare
It to lie a correct transcript therefrom
and of the
hole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City , f Hanta Ke, the Capital,
on this Oth day of March. A. 1. 1!J.
". KAYNOI.DS.
J.
Secretary of New Mexico.
OK INCORPORATION'.
CERTIFICATE
We, the uniterHlKncd, In order to form
a corporation for the purponcfi hereinafter stated, under and pursuant to the
provisions of an net of the l.cKiHlattve
AsHemhly of the Territory of New Mexico, entitled: "An Act to rcxulnte the
formation and govrrnment or corporations for mining, manufacturing, industrial and other pursuits," approved
March loth, l!Wf. do hereby certify us
follows:
NAME.
r. The corporate
name In "CAUCJII.L.
I.l'MLiiJR COMPANY."
REGISTERED OKF1CK.
II. The registered oillce of the corporation Is No. 117 West Gold Avenue,
Alluiuerriie, New Mexico, ami, the
Corporation. Organization nnd ManaKe-meCompany Is dcaittnatcd us the statutory uKent therein, In charge thereof,
aial upon whom process attains! the
corporation may tie servjl.
I'KINClPAIt OHJKCTS.
III. The objects for winch the corporation Is established Hre primarily:
To acquire, hold, Improve, lease and
sell timber, farming, grazing--, mineral anil
other lands, and the products thereof;
to build, construct, maintain and operate
plants und works for the development
o' such land-i- , und for tue handling, preparing and rendering commercially available of the various products thereof; to
manufacture Ittmlar, Iron, Bteel, manganese, coke, copper and other mineruls,
and all or any articles consisting, or
partly consisting, of wood. Iron, steel,
copper or other materials, and all or uny
products thereof;
To acquire, own, lease, sell, use or develop uny lands containing coal, iron,
manganese, atone or other materials, ojl,
and uny wood lands or other lands for
any purpose of the company; to mine or
otherwise to extract or removo coul,
stone and cthei minerals Hnd timber
from any lanuo owned, acquired, leased
or occupied by the company or from any
other lauds; to buy, sell, or otherwise
to deal or to truffle In wood, lumber,
iron, steel, manganese, coppr. stone,
ores, coal und other minerals, und uny
ot the products thereof;
To make, purchase or ileul In option
contracts for lauds, timbered or not, located In the Republic of Mexico, anil to
tu'ouir". hold. Improve, lease und sell
timber, farming, grazing, mineral or
olner iands und all products thereof In
the said Republic o" Mexico; to build,
construct, maintain and operate plants
and works for the development of such
lands nnd for the handling, preparing
and rendering
rrtnnti rcrtlly valuable of
th vartou- - product. tie rcoT in the Republic of Mexico, timl iinv of the states,
territories or dependencii s of th United
States, or Lomluion of Canada;
To purchase, sell, hire or otherwise
acquire real or personal property, Improved or diiimorovcd. of every kind und
description, and to sell. liposo of, lease,
crovty and mortgage said property or
tiny
thcreol, u huh may at uny
lime be tuie.sfar.w or convenient In the
Judgment of the Hoard of Directors lor
puriHisc of tie' company; to sell,
th'
lease, hire or otlie-vihs'Mse of the
lands, buildings cr i tla property of the
con.pnnv or an part
Sl'lfSIDIARY PI'ltrnSKS AND
powi;ks
'
As subsidiary
to und In connection
with the foregoing, fl' in lime to lime,
the corporation may:
or otherwise
.Manufacture, punlits.
acquire goods, wans and merchandise
very class and
anil personal propertv
b Hi rlptlon, and hold. ewn, mortgage.
Hell nr otherwise dispo:-'of, trade, deal
In and ileal with tinline.
Acquire llllll UIKl.rtaK
the good-wilproperty, rlKhtx, train hises. contracts
n. .nner und kind.
and tissfta of evi
;
a ry person,
and the liabilities
firm.
UHHoclHlion or 1'hi;mi;i1;.
either wholl
or in part, and p,i for t
same in cui-h- .
stocks or bo hi!.; of
'r;iorution, 01
Killer Into. make. p. r' a"m a ml carry
i. ::al, and for any
out contract.! of ew-rperson, linn.
lawful purpi.He with a:
Htotoclution or corporal,
Ihmuibunds, debt til nr. or obligations
of tile cni 'Mirat Ion. and a the 0lnin of
ihe corpoiiitlon. to h.
the same bv
inortgaij. plc.fj;.',
irunt or other- wise.
Aioulfe. hold, use. assign, lease,
t of, mort- licenses
in p
gag... or otherul.se .!
Me
of, Piters
pall 'It
of
States or
ihe
anv foreign rounti
items, patent
in
itiipr..vein..m
ss.s. trail
and
Miarks nnd r.nb' ti a na
rcl.it ir.i- - to r
uny busin
useful n coniiectioii v
of the corporation.
M"!d. purcbas. or
"TWlse acquire.
si 11, mmsIh. tr iisf r
rtg Ige.
or otherwise iliHimL.
shares of tue
Clldlal sl,,e).- ,,111!
debentures or
'
c Idelices of
other
'"lines crcati il
LV
Ol her
corporations,
and while riiniiirm
th- - holdreof. , xereisc
nil th- - righla and
r
of ow ncr
ship. Including th- - r u
' Vote thereon,
sue the shares
,;.i
Parehase.
Of Its
'Is or other
M .ek
te e.rlij,.M
or corporation
ltetnuneraie i
for er li es rend, red
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Plai lug ,ir 1, h n i
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i.ia, ...ianv of the shares of t
of th,. ,.,,rr,,,.
ratio 'ti- or anv un.-ebonds ,,r oth. r
'lllilies of the i
"on, or In or
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alioiit tho formation or promotion of the
corporation, or In the conduct of Us
business.
With a view to tho working- - and de
velopment of the procrties of the corporation, und to effectuate, directly or In- oojeci s ami purposes, or any
01 mem. me corporation
may. In the
01 me directors, from time to
time, carry on uny other lawful
manufacturing or ottfcrwlse, to unv
extent and In any manner not unlawful.
The corporation may conduct business
In the Territory of New Mexico and
elsewhere. Including any of tho states,
territories,
colonies or dependencies
the I nlted Htntca the District of Colum-of
bia, and any and ull foreign countries,
nave one or more offices therein,
therein to hold, purchase, mortgage and
convey real nnd personal property, und
except as and when forbidden by' local
laws.
The foregoing clauses shall be construed IhHIi as objects and powers, but
no recitation, expression or declaration
of specific or special powers or purposes
herein enumerated shall be deemed to
be exclusive; but It Is hereby expressly
declared that ull other lawful powers
not Inconsistent therewith ore hereby
Included.
CAPITAL ACTIIORIZKD.
IV. The corporation Is authorized to
Issue capital stock to the extent of One
Million (tl.'m.iKi) Dollars, divided Into
Ten Thousand shares of the par value of
Olio Hundred
liM0ii
Dollars each.
CAj'ii'..,
V. The capital stock with which the
rorporatlon will commence business is
subscribed by the incorporators as follows:
No. of Shares. Amount.
Mime.
7
William T. McCrelght
I7nu.n0
Joseph A. IJIoudin
4
401.00
Henjamin Dlgneo
4
4110.00
T. tjould
4
400.HU
1
Thos. K. D. Mnddlson
100.00

OF INCORPORATION

TKRRITOHY OK NKW MEXICO,
uttlee of the Becretsry.
CKHTI FICATK OF COMPARISON.
I, J.
V. Kitynnlds, Becretarv
m" the
Territory of New Mexico, ito hereby
certify thnt then whs !Uwl for ivcorrt
in this olflce at 2 o'clock p. m., on the
lh tlHy of March, A. D.
,
AHTKT.ES OK INCURHIKATIOS
OF
(.'AKQlL.lt LUMBER COMPANY, (No.
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WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE TO HAVE NO BIDDING
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LOTS 7. 8

Owners.

There are two classes ot remedies: thoe of known quality and which are permanently beneficial in ctfect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when n.itureneeds assistance; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting temporarily, but injuriously, ai a result of lorcingthe natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
is the ever
the remediesof known quality
pleasant Syrup of FLs, manufactured by the California
Fiji Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
plants, known ti act rmr-.- t beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
in which the wholesome C.ilifornian blue ii;;i aie used to con
tribute their rich, yet delicate, iruity flavor. It
remedy
of all remedies to sweeten and refreihandc!ear,.'c '.'ne
ium
gently and naturally, and to assist one i rr overcoming constipation and the many ills resulting therefrom. Its active principles and quality are known to physicians generally, and the
remedy has therefore met with their approval, as u ell as with
the favor of many millions of well informed persons who kiK.w
or tneir own personal knowledge and from actual
mam is a most excellent laxative
;Jy. We (ij n. t tl.iim t!iat
f it will cure all manner of ills, but recommend it (or what it really
represents, a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
nothing ot an objectionable or injurious character.
'l containing
here are two classes of purchasers: tho.-- e who f re informed
as to the quality of what they buy and the reasonsfor the excellence
or articles of exceptional merit, and w ho do not lack courage to vj
elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do net know,
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
its beneficial effects if they do not get the genuine remedy.
To the credit of the druL'k'ists of the United States he it
that nearly ail of them value their rennt.ifinn tor professional
integrity and the good will of their customers too tiH.i'y t effer
imitations of the
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Look over the ground and decide what you want to bid on
before the sale. Auction to be held at 2 o'clock in the afternoon and 7 o'clock in the evening in vacant store-roo- m
8 on Second Street in First National Bank Building
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LOTS IN EASTERN ADDITION TO BE SOLD AT

Implements and tools can be secured, have leen from one cf these camps
Officer Held Up on Street.
that help of all kinds will be put oh that this gold was stolen and the thief
From Tucumcari News:
N. V. Gallegos, deputy sheriff and the canal at various points. Engineer forced by close pursuit to leave It
hoping some day to come
jailor under Saeriff Street, was held WiM. Reed left for the McMillan reser- hidden,
up by a hobo near the Coney Island voir Monday where he put a force of lock. But doubtless there was anand another
saloon. Wednesday night, and re- men at work, and things are getting other desert tragedy
quested to deliver his coin to a gen- lively up there. The big leaks will be nameless grave, with the gold lying
tleman who needed more accommo- stopped and all made secure to hold where It was left all these years.
dations than he had money to buy. water when the Avalon dam is comAfflicted With Rheumatism.
The moon was Bhinglng and Gallegos pleted. A force of men will be putito
"I was and am yet afflicted with
aw at a flash that the lns uruent. work on the flume next week.
says Mr. J. C. Dayne,
rheumatism,"
pointed at him was a knife instead
or the Herald, Addington, Ineditor
gun
gun
of a
and quickly he drew his
A RICH FIND OF GOLD INGOTS
dian Territory, "but thanks to Chamnd leveled it at the middle of the
berlain's Tain Dalm am able once
highwayman and explained to him
William Farr, the South Second more to attend to business. It is the
that he had evidently held up the
wrong fellow and that he would take street meat dealer, received a copy of best of liniments." If troubled with
give Pain Balm a trial
him to jail where he belonged. So the Draw ley, Colo., News, published rheumatism
you are certain to be more than
the chap in need of funds was march- In the heart of the rich Imperial val- and
pleased
with the prompt relief It afed to the bastile, with Gallegos' gun ley, which contains the following In- fords. One
application relieves the
pointing at his ribs, and landed
teresting story of the finding of gold pain.
For sale. by all druggists.
the bars. Gallegos says he ingots valued at about 110,000 :
didn't exactly have a chill, but he
The Imperial valley has proven a GAME WARDEN OTERO
was still shaking when the fellow gold mine to many of its ranchers, but
HAS BROKEN RIBS
was landed behind the lock of the that gold Itself would be discovered in
Game Warden Iage B. Otero was
county jail. The hobo who holds up this sediment soil was beyond the able
to his duties at his ofany of our officers would better get wildest dreams of the promoters of fice into attend
the Capitol building at Santa
his weapon In play first and hold the Irrigation scheme.
F. yesterday after an illness caused
them up afterwards, else he will be
On Thursday, Thomas O'Brien dis- by broken ribs as the result of a fall
lucky if he gets off as seasy as this covered a cache of
between 50 and CO over a log. He Is somewhat weak but
one did. A horeswhlpping on the out- pounds
of gold on the banks of the expects to continue at work.
skirts of the city would be a pretty Alamo river
east of Brawley. It had
good remedy for this sort of offenses
been deposited there in by
and 'would save the county the need- evidentlv
OFFICIAL MATTERS
gone years and was brought to view-bless expense of feeding them.
the crumbling away of the river
banks. The gold was In Ingots, the
Great Carlsbad Project.
Postoffice Moved.
heaviest of which weighed over
From Carlsbad Sun.
Tiie postoffice at Ixmgton, RooseEngineers B. M. Hall nnd W. H. twenty pounds.
velt county, has been moved two and
Mr. O'Brien brought the valuable a half miles to the northwest.
Sanders went down to Black river
BenTuesday to inspect the ditch which find to Brawley and deposited it in jamin F. Moss has been appointed
conveys the water from Black river to the Imperial Valley bank. Its value postmaster.
the farms under the P. I. system south is estimated at not less than $10,000. ' Board of Penitentiary Commissioners.
How this gold came down in the
of Black river. They at once ordered
The board of penitentiary commls- that the bottom of the ditch from the Imperial valley can only be conjee sicners met yesterday at the territor- point where it leaves Black river for Hired. It is probably a deposit made ial penitentiary, Santa Fe, in regular
:,000 feet be covered with a layer of i during the halycon days of gold minquarterly session.
were presvoncrete, to prevent seepage and also ine .along the Colorado river, before ent: F. H. Pearce, ofThere
Las Vegas, presthroughout
be
leveled
and that the Southern Pacific railroad crossed ident of the board; Juan Navarro, of
ihat it
some land net possible to be irrigated the desert, and the old stage line led Mora, secretary;
Malaqulas Martinez,
up
in the ditch across the valley.
without hacking water
of Taos, and W. H. Newcomb of Silcamps
prevent
In
those days the mining
the
be not irrigated, so as to
ver City, members.
ditch from getting too full a.nd caus- along the river resembled those of , Routine business was transacted.
seepage
will
ing
Nevada today, but were far rougher. Accounts for the past quarter were
and overflows. This
give those south of Black river water Saloons and gambling houses filled examined,
audited and approved.
the streets. Killings were frequent
for this season.
Mr. Hall states that as fast as the and robberies often occurred. It may
Try a Citizen want ad.
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tee, and thereafter with original or with
duplleaur-signatures Inserted In the
recorded mlnutea and properly dated,
shall be deemed to be action t)V such
Hoard or such Committee, aa the case
may be, to the extent therein expressed,
with tho same force and effect aa if
the same had been duly passed by the
same voto at ft regularly convened meet-ISubject to the foregoing- - provision the
may pnacrlb the uumls--r of
directors to constitute a quorum at their
meeung. ' and such number muv be leas
than a majority of the whole number.
ie corporation reserves the right to
nmend, alter, change or repeal anv provision contained In this rertillente 'in the
maimer now or hereafter prescribed by
statute for the amendment of the certlf-ici.t- e
of Incorporation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. We have
hereunto set otir hands and seals this
Sth dny of March, 19ii.
THOS. K. D. M ADDISON (L. 8.)
WILLIAM T. M'CREKiHT ( L. H.)
(i 8
liEoROK T. OOCLD
HK.V.1AMIN D1GNEO
(L. S.)
JOSEPH A. RLOND1N
(It. 8.)
WITNESS to the foregoltiK signatures:
W. 8. 8TRICKLER.

NOTICE

d

n.

by-la-

TERRITORY
NI,--'
OK
rEXICO.
COt'NTY OK HERNALlLItO
On this Mh day of March, A. D. l!Ki,
liefore me pereonully appeured Thos. K.
D.
Madillson, William T. Mel?relght,
George T. liould. Benjamin Dlgneo arid
Joseph A. lllondln. to me known to be
the persons described In and who executed tho forcgnlng Instrument, and
acknowledged that he executed the same
as their free act und deed.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF,
I have
hereunto set my ltanu and affixed my
official soul the. day and year tiist ubove
written.
H. M. M ERR ITT.
(Seal)
Notary Public.

s.

5.

Endorsed:
page :i72.

No.

42'5.

Cor. Roc'd, Vol.

THE CAROILL. LPMRER COMPANY.
Organized under the laws of the Territory

of New Mexico.
CHARTER.
In office, of Secretary of New
Mexico, March K, linn!, at 2 p. m.
J. W. RAYNOLDH,
Secretary.
Registered with the Corporation Organization i Management Company. Albuquerque. N. M.
Comp'd M. to W. & O.
TERRITORY
OK
NEW
MEXICO.
COt'NTY OK HERNALILLO tuC
This Instrument was tiled for record on
the 12th day of March, lum;, at W:i
o clock a. m.
Recorded In Vol. '!" Misc. of Records
of said county, folio 77.
A. E. WALKER,
Recorder.
Filed

Notice Ib hereby given that an election will be held In the City of Albu- QUeratie. New Mevlen.
nn Tiia.I
April 3, 1906, between the hours of
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
said day. at the following polling

First WardCity Hall.
Second Wlnrd At. nfflca nf
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
inirri warn At ofnee of E. II.
Dunbar, on South Third street. Fouith Ward Nenv rnrnsr rt
per avenue and Third street.
At which said election tho nnnllfiiwi
electors of the said City of Albuquer
que,
ew Mexico, residing within the
limits of the said city, shall choose
the following officers :
One Mayor For a term of Vto
years;
One City Clerk For a term of two
years;
One City Treasurer For a term of
two years.
Two Members or the City Council
from the First iWard One for a term
of four years and one for a term of
two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Member of the City Council
from the Second WardFor a term
of four years;
One Member of the City Council
from the Third ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the City Council
from the Fourth Ward For a term ot
four years.
One Member of tho Board of Education from tho First Ward For a
term of four yenrs;
Two Members of the Board tof Education from the Second Ward One
for a term of four years, rand one for a
term of two years, to All out an unexpired term.
One Member of the Board of Education from the Third Ward For a
terri of four years;
One Member of the Board of Education from the Fourth Ward For
terti of four years;
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.

n...

fr

NOTICE

UNITED STATES SUPREME
COURT JUSTICE RETIRES
JUSTICE HENKV D. BROWN
This associate Justice of the United
States supreme court, has reached the
BKe limit and Is to mire because of
failltiK eyeslsht. He Is now 70 years
old. He wan born In Massachusetts
and Is a graduate of tho Yale and
Harvard law schools. He was admitted to the bar in Way.neco, Michigan, in 18(111. Ho wa a deputy assistant federal nuti'Biihi and au assistant attorney for several years lu the
eastern district of Michigan, and then
became a state circuit court Judge.
He then practiced law hi Detroit with
John S. Newberry and ABhley Pond.
Ho was unpointed federal uilge for
the eastern district of Michigan In
1875 hy President Grant. He was
to the supremo court In lH'M)
by President Harrison.

Notice is hereby given thnt an election will be held in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday.
April 3, 1908, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
said day, at the following polling
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. 11.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copper nvenue and Third street.
At which election the question of
authorizing the issuance of Three
Hundred Thousand ($300,000) Dollars
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
'ew Mexico, to purchase and extend
tho vater works now owned by the
Water Supply company of said city,
will be submitted to the qualified
electors of said city, who are the
owners of veal or personal property,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
subject to taxation, within the City
iSinali Holdins Claim No. 548.)
Of Albuquerque.
Department of the Interior. United
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
States Lund Otlice, Santa l'e, N. M..
March

5, 19uii.

Notice is hereby given that the folloclaimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
Sections Hi and 17 of tho act of
March 3, 1891 (2ti Stats.. 854). as
amended by the act of February 'i I.
isu;s (27 stats.. 470). and that said
proof will be made before the U. S.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
IV .M , on April 14, l.intj, viz:
Pilar
Vigil, for the l.ot 1. Sec. 2... T. 7 N..
R. 2 K.. and In Sec. 'M. T. 7 N.. It. a
Vs.. lot
Sees. 25 and
T. 7 N., K.
2 E., and Tract A in lot .'), in Sec. u5,
T. 7 N K. 2 K.. and Tract I), lot 3,
wing-named

Sec.
T. 7 N.. U. 2 V... ami Sec. 2,
T. C N., It. 2 K.
He names the following witnesses

to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession ot said tract for twenty
years next pretA-dlnt- r
the survey of
the township, viz:
Kdward F. fitero. of ANiii'iuerritio.
N. M.; Sisto Haco y Ilaca. of Alhu- quemiie, N. M.: Mariano Vigil, of Al
buquerque, N. M.; Placido Salazar y
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to pro
test against the allowance of suid
proof, or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of the Interior Department
why mirh proof should not be allowed
given an opportunity at the
will
time and place to
cross- - xamiiie the witnefses of said
claimant, nnd to offer evidence In
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
above-mentione- d

MAN I.' F.I. II. OTKKO.

Register.

NOTIci
Notice is hereby given that an
election will be held in the City of
Albuquerque, Now Mexico, on Tuesday, April 3rd,
190U,
between the
hours of 9 o'clock a. in. and 6 o'clock
p. m., tif saM day, al the following
voting places:
First WardCity Hail.
Second Ward At otlice of Chas.
Chawlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At whic'i said election the question
of authorizing tho issuance of Thirty
Thousand I$;i0.o00) Dollars of bond
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will lo submitted to the
qualified electors of said city, who
ate the owners of real or personal
property, subject to taxation, within
the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
COMING
March

March

17

24

EVENTS

Dora Thome.
1C1K

ry's

Royal

baud.
March 21 Charles Hanford
in Shakspcarlan Plays.

Italian
Com-1'an-

y

Hank Rogers is said to have
squeezed Heiuze for $ 4,oo,()iii). Una
of the great disadvantages of wealth
is that it keeps a man busv tlodsinx
Rogers.

)
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DECLARES AGAINST
PURCHASING WATER
COMPANV'S PLANT

Derairaj Is Growing

It la a gratifying fart, to iioto that Demlim' prospects for her future welfare arc lirililer than ih"y have
leen before In ninny years, nnd condition continue to
improve. While the town is not on a "boom." there I"
a pteady growth and nn Increased activity in all Hues
of business. Improvements are continually polnji on.
There Is a steady and marked Increase in the receipts at the postoffice. The merchants continue to enlarge their stocks of goods; business houses have been
remodeled and enlarged. The IX'ming City Water company has just completed one of the finest water works
systems In the southwest. The Pemirg lee and Electric company has recently completed a large addition
to their plant and new machinery has been installed, increasing the capacity for the manufacture of ice more
than double what it formerly was. The Luna County
Telephone company are greatly improving their line
and ore furnishing their patrons with as good telephone service as is to be had anywhere. The company
now has a large force of men at work extending its lines
to Kaywood Hot Springs, also to the Minibros Hot
Springs. The intermediate ranch houses will have connection with the rew line.
The live stock industry of Luna county, which contributes much to Iieming's welfare, is in a better condition than it has been before in many years. Other improvements will develop in the next few months that
will greatly add to the prosperity of Deming. Dcnilng
Headlight.

Electricity
For The Valley
part of year The Citizen lias

years' delay.
It was in 1S88, in the Interstate Commerce Com
mission's second year, thnt It rendered a decision rem
edying the complaint that certain railways discriminated
lu favor of Standard ()'..- The railways at once made
the rates on oil uniform, but caused n new grievance b
charging for the weight of barrels containing oil. The
summarized history of this dispute Is as follows:
May 15, 1S811 Hearing by the commission.
November, 1892 Decision by the commission.
October, 189.1 Rehearing granted.
October, 1895 Decision by commission.
May, lS9ti Proceedings begun in court by commis
sion to enforce decision.
July, 1897 Court refuses to take equity Jurisdiction.
May, 19o2 Decision on law side allowing refiners
damages.
May, 1905 Decision reverfed on appeal.
At present Another appeal still pending.
A delay of seventeen years lu establishing a single
rate decision serves as pretty good evidence that If anything practical Is. to bo accomplished in rate regulation
there must be an avoidance of the Interminable delays of
the courts. Senator Tillman, champion of the Hepburn
bill In the senate, stands with President Roosevelt on
this question. The truth about court review has never
been stated more clearly and concisely than by Sena'or
Tillman, in these words:
"Make the provisions such that the railroads cannot
go running Into court, obtaining stays, postponements,
appeals and what not, to embarrass their opponents and
tire them out, nud they will abide by any fair procedure
on the part of the Interstate Oommerce Commission.
Delays give to the powerful favored corporations all
the chance they need to crush their weaker rivals out
of existence. Rate regulation that is to be of any prac
tical service must act promptly and give relief to shippers and conditions before the shippers and conditions
themselves have ceased to exist.
-

cona
For the better
tended that one of the very greatest factors In the development, of Albuquerque Is potential In the Electric
light and Power company of this city. Electrical
all over the country has demonstrated that
power from a central Btation can "be cheaply conveyed
through largo sections of adjacent territory, the loss in
transmission being very slight. Also, The Citizen has
often called attention to the fact that In the wastage
from the American Lumber company mills, the Electric
Light and Power company possesses an abundant supply of cheap fuel, but a few yards distant from Its furnaces.
Here, then, is the salvation of the valley above and
below the city. The soil is there, the underground flow-ithere, and with cheap power the development of nmple
Irrigation is assured. When a few examples Bhall have
established the facts, the settlement of the valley will
MO0CXXX)COO0O00XXCO(C0OCO8
grow with a speed seeming almost to be miraculous.
When the people nre then, theu the trolley will follow.
Already the valley below town, contains, for the first
six miles, a population much more numerous than any
one would suppose who has not made a trip down there.
U. S. Weather Bureau.
The Commercial Club never took a wiser step tor
wise
many
Albuquerque
taken
and
growth
XXXOCKXX)XXOOCK000XX000
of
it has
the
steps during its beneficial life than that it took last
N. M., March 12. V.toii. At the close ol
Santa
nicht. when It determined to investigate the matter ot
February there was still considerable snow in the mounextending electric power through tho valley.
tains in nearly all sections of the territory, although the
fall during the month was comparatively light, and
?,2
m
Armstrong
companies
The
reiort shows that
there was a general decrease In the average accumu1904 paid out for first year expenses tho enormous sum lated depth. The valleys were almost entirely free from
of Sr0,4'JI,"tt!, practically all of which went to solicitors. snow, except in the higher districts of Taos and Rio ArIf the insurance dividends nnd settlements are to be riba counties.
increased In other words, if the cost of life insurance
The heavy snow that fell during December and a
is to be lessened there must be an enforced deereast portion of January drifted and sit tied in the ravines
In this amount. The life insurance habit is well estab and canyons. In most instances It was stili very comlished. The pVople of the united States now bold one pact and' frozen, with Ice underneath.
In general, tin
policy for every four persons. It is no longer necessary reports state that the snow that fell during the month
Savings
to keen up a persistent beating of tho thickets.
had also been swept Into the canyons and is coin pact.
banks have no solicitors: and though it is likely that The ground Is thoroughly saturated and many ot the
systematic Folicilr.tion would largely increase deposits correspondents believe there is sufficient snow to insure
it Is not to be imagined that present, depositors would a supply of water late iuto the summer. The amount
stand for the exp.'iise of convincing others thnt it is
of stored snow is not considered excessive, but should
goor! thing. T'e expense of the savings banks of Massa-chiseconditions favor the rapid melting of tho snow, tho runin 1!o4 were hut 1.45 per cent, of the year's de- off would probably' be high, because the ground Is al
posits, or only about
of the Insurance
ready wtdl filled and the absorption would bo relatively
invest
Life insurance represents
siuall.
ment: nnd nn annual reduction in the expense account
The average depth reported for the Rio Grande
of from 12 to 20 per cent is not to be lightly set aside.
watershed was about seventeen inches; the greatest
depths are in the mountains of Rio Arriba nud Taos
There were three "million dollar" fires lust month counties, where it average's from thirty to forty inches.
according to the Journal of Commerce, tho grain ele- In the Sandia range the average is about twenty inches;
vator fires at. Dulttth and East St. Louis and the ter In tho Valles range, twelve to eighteen incites, and in
he averages
rific fire on the uninsured railroad premises of the Can the Ulanck range, about twenty Inches.
adian government at Moncton. New Urunswlck. New- for the other w.iu rsheds were, San Francisco, Gila and
inches; but tin greatest depths
Minibres. twenty-fiv- e
York City had a sr.5n,nn fire, Rutland a $ISu,o0n fir
Cleveland a $273,000 fire. I he other "1 reported iires of the drifts range from five to ten feet in the Tularosa
ranged In destructivetuss all the way from $in,imo to anil Mogollon mountains, drainitit; Into the San Fran
Cisco river. The average for the Canadian was about
marl'
$250,000; only two reached the qu
however. The February of IU114 brought tho groat Bdl fourteen inches, but in the extreme northern sections
tlmore fire; the computed fire lo"s of the United Slates there was but little snow. In the Pecos and 'southeast
and Canada that month was approximately $00,051,000. the average was over eight inches, varying, however,
There was nothing that you would, call 0 conflagration from four inches to three feet.
y
In Uie Vtbiuu'y r l!Vi." out lis fires destroyed abijvox-lmatel9
$25, 5101,00(1 worth of property in the U'o counA
as
IHiui
up
shows
February
of
By
comparison
the
tries.
make
of
Commerce
a merciful February. The Journal
the total damage done by last month's fires American
BcSiutiffyimEi 9
and Canadian $18,219.3Du.
s

Summary jf Weatlraer

Report For February
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Duluth

There are six American women who will go
down into all history, because of their connection with
the marked change wrought in the last half of the last
century in social, intellectual and political conditions ot
the women of America. Tlu-- are Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lydia Maria Child, Mary A. Livermore, Lucretla
Molt, Susan D. Anthony and Mrs. Julia Ward Howe. Of
the six, the last is critically ill; and she alone remains,
for this morning Miss Anthony went to Join the other
four of her fellow laborers. The life of Miss Stanton
need not be recapitulated. It is known from one end ot
America 10 the other, and held in loving and grateful
admiration in the heart of womanhood throughout Uncivilized world. No greater heroes than these six women
ever blessed the race, and the memory of them will ever
be a heritage of blessing to the sex which they loved
and for which they lived and h'.boi'ed.

0

News-Tribun-

oooocooacooooc

With the advance of spring and the "See America
First" agitation, conies the awakening of interest in
Duluth beautiful. .More tourists than ever have been in
the city in one season before will visit Duluth during
the coming summer.
The campaign for increased travel to the westward
from the Atlaniic ccum will result in many thousands
of Mcople seeing Duluth, people who will judge the city
by tae impressing it makes upon their casual eyes.
I: behooves this city then to bear inspection, to present a spectacle of municipal attractiveness to I he ga?.c
of tli- curious traveler. Well cleaned streets, immacu
late windows in the down town districts, pavements,
clear of boxes and rubbishthese are the things that go
to make the city attractive to visitors whose tarrying
is brief, and additionally attractive to those who remain and are proud of it because It Is home.
SylvcMer llaier, writing lu the Century as to 'be
chief end in eiwe an, offers some suggestions tor
thought on the part of those who study civic beauty in
.lettiti.
lie hays lo make utility the vehicle of beauty
l.i a chief end in civ ic art.
'
I'se and
have too commonly been regarded
necessarily Mpaiated attributes; ibings of utility
i..ut be coiiiinonii.ace. and it is immaterial if the commonplace be ugly, its very ugliness makes us appreciate ail the more the beauty of things rare, kept prec
ious and apatt that is the view the multitude has been
led lo take in'. tmm wliiib ev.n niiinv artists are not
-

The City Hall Albuquerque must have, the new
school bouse cannot be done wi.'.iout, the sewer enlargement and extension is a necessity, the si reels must
paved and crossings be made these are things i ii.it
must be done. More and cheaper water is milled, and
many In the desire tu secure this increase wit h ch apneas, think the city should purchase the present water
plant, but $250,iiiiM is a big item 01' debt lo add to
items. Then, too. as a member of the G"od Government league is quoted by the Journal as saying, last
night all be said about the league is true of all intelligent and disinterested citizens "All the members of
this organization want is to be absolutely sure ITiat the exempt
city is getting, the worth of its money at the price fixed."
!

The foreign commerce of the
United States approaches the $:i,0(H),tiiHi,uiiu point in the
year 1905. The total Imports of merchandise
for that year, its shown by the Department of Commerce and Labor, through Its bureau of statistics, was
$!,80i;,ii00,oou, against $i,3t'7,t'iiu.iMio in l!t"n, an average
increase of $100.0nd,(i0u a year in the five year period.
If to the $2,SuC,(ioo,0m or foreign commerce In lIMiu wen-addethe figures of trade with Hawaii and Porto Hico.
formerly foreign ttrrltory and Included in our statements
of foreign trade pi lor to l'Ji'l, the total would approximate $:i.iio(i,ooO,Oimi, or about Jiion.tMH) more than five
years ago, and ILlM'O.liiMi.ono more than ten years ago.

Harpers Weekly:

The old military cemetery at l'ort
Santa Uosa Sun:
Humuer has been abandoned; the last soldier burial there
years ago. Some few years since the
was forty-thre- e
greater number of the bodies were
and the
remaining ones were taken up last week and shipped
from this point, last Sunday, to Santa Fe, to be Intel n-Jl the tovtrnment cemetery at that place. The remains
holdleri were In this shipiMit.
of twenty-tw- o

IllOqB

V

To the common mind the dispute In congress over
tin deoree to which the courts shall have power to review railway rate decisions Is uninteresting.
Hut a strong light is thrown upon .the question by
the ri'cords of an actual case which lias Inst In en called
10 congress
attention by litigants wenry of sevonto n

SUM
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ITS DRESSING UP TIME

1.)

.St.)UTlJj

HltlX

Gems

HAS RECEIVED HIS DEATH
NOT FAR OFF.

'I

year ago, and the bill was relcrred to
the water committee. This c miniittee
never male a report, because a howF
went up all over the city against extending the franchise, nnd. again, for.
another reason Die Water company!
then advanrel a proposition to sell.!
A special committee was appointed to;
conur with the Water company as to'
price and negotiate for purchase of
same f. find out what the plant could;
be tonight for. That special commit-- f
reported t the council that thoy
"thought" (aid the alderman dwell,
forcibly on the word thought), from'
expressions made fo them from offl-- j
elals of the W.ttcr company that 1he!
old piant could be bought f.r $;i00,oou.
Willing to Sell,
"At the next tnee Ing of the coun-cll.continued Alderman Harrison in
His inton sting narrative of the "bar-- j
gain counter proposition," "the Water
company through Its president offered
to take $275,000 for the plant, and
supplemented his remarks by stating
.int. they would not take a cent less
than that amount for tho plant."
The cruncll offered by a majority
of the lmard $250,000, but the presl-- j
dent of the water company then and
there refused to accept that amount.
However, at a later meeting or tlie
council, a lengthy communication was
received from the Water company, In
which the company agreed to take
$250,000 for the plant.
Tho council
then by a majority of its members
(being opposed solely by Aldermen
Harrison and Ilfeld, as these two gentlemen still maintained that the fig
ures were too high), agreed to pay
that amount, or, in other words, submit the proposition to vote bonds at
the approaching city election t pay
$25o,oou for the
Water company's
property.
Facts From Experts.
Alderman Harrison further enlight
ened the meeting by reading the re
ports of water experts from various
parts of the country, showing the cost
of production, the life of various
mains and pipes in use, the size of
mains sufficient for proper fire protection and other points of vital interest at this particular time. Relative to Kalsonilne mains (the same
kind In use here for they are not steel
as stated by an alleged construction
engineer in the Journal the other day),
the longest life is about twenty years,
afttr which they "become absolutely
useless, are constantly springing leaks
cases have to le removed
and in many
entirely. ' These experts all claim, in
order to get any kind cf good service,
none of the mains should be less than
six inches, while some of the mains
of the local plant are as small as two
(No wonder the Lenip's
inches.
Brewing association warehouse, on
north First street, was recently at the
mercy of the flames, although Chief
Burtless and his gallant fire laddies
fought, hard to save tho prspcrty.
They had no water to work with.)
The Vann Resolution.
After the alderman's talk, which
was listened to intently, as if the
members were absorbing every word,
S. Vann offered tho following resolution:
"In view of the lucid report of the
alleged condition of the Water company's property, that it was the sense
of this meeting, as an organization,
that we should not vote for the purchase of the Water company's plant."
The resolution was promptly put to
tne meeting l.y the presiding olhcer.
and was unanimously carried, with
one exception, W. S. BURKE, editor
or the Morning
Journal, who was
present, to vote according to the dictates of his employers, voting NO.
Informal Talks.
After the chairman announced
result of t lie vote, informal talks on
the subject were made by several
present, questions were asked of various matters pertaining to the plant;
the report of the expert, Riffle, discussed, and It was the general sentiment, of the meeting that steps
should be taken lo absolutely show
up the condition of the mains as they
really are, and as everybody knows
them to Lo.
Editor Burke Speaks.
"Mr. HmUe made a few remarks, to
the elfe t that he. was not a doctor,
neither a dispenser of medicines, but
that be knew something about water
and as l,e dwelt on "water" a ripp'e
of laughter was noticed on the fui.es
lie claimed
of those in attendance,
that the report of Mr. ruffle was
the best proTiietion on water and
mains that ho had ever read.
Another Meeting.
Just before adjournment, it was
moved and seconded that another
meeting be held at the Red Men's
hall on Monday evening, March 19th,
when it is hoped that all sides will
oe
be represented and the matter
However, as the
again discussed.
Good OovernnienV League has so recorded, this organization is opposed
to purchasing: the Water company's
property at such an exorbitant price
price considerably greater in many
figures than the company oflered to
sell to F. 11. Luchsingcr of Monrcx
is., about a year ago, tvterenee to
this transaction being made In last
Sat urdti v's Evening Citizen.
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FASHION

DEMANDS

A GLAD

SMILE AND A NEW SUIT.

MANY CHANGES

WITH THE NEW SEASON

LAST SPRING'S CLOTHES ARE NOW OUT OF DATE
THE WIDER AND LONGER LAPEL, THE CLINGING BACK WITH THE SLIGHTEST SUGGESTION OF
THE "CORSET FIT" AND A FULL SKIRT ARE SOME
OF THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE NEW AND
OLD.

'o

t

SPRING WITH

WELCOME

AGAIN.
OLD WINTER
BLOW AND EASTER IS

EVERY KINK AND TURN OF FASHION
HAS BEEN HONORED In The MAKING Of Our SPRING SUITS
SINGLE AND DOUBLE

BREASTED CUTS
$12.50, $15.00 OR $18.00 UP TO $30.00

We'll give you your mind's worth

and your

money's worth

j

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

o o o

tor

clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
THE NAME

Wm. CHAPLIN
Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
2- -5

oi

X- -X

pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
lOOOf pairs niisses'and children's fine
3009

mi

:W

shoes.
-X-X

X

X

-x-x

Our window display will
give you an inklina of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean nut come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

t- -e

themselves. We feel confi
dent that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

wm . CHAPLIN

I

Brunswick

I

POOL

Parlors

CUMING ATTRACTION

Tioi.i Thorne," iiertha M. (lay's
popular novel, lias been ilraiti.it ied.
ho production of t his play has
proven it to be one ol tli best nielo- dramas nf the season.
The book has already achieved a
reputation for the author, now the
play is eMablishing or rather, adding
lo the splendid reputation of the producing managers, Met'srs. Rowland
and Cliftord.
It is a beautiful love
."
story, simply told and in a manner
that eeiotie enjoys. Kven the "gal
lery gods" sit throughout tho perN'wj From Sunnyside.
formance with rapt attention, and afA young fellow named Skeltoit went to wake ill) u terward mvs it's "a hullv show."
negro laborer one morning a week ago. at which the
"Hon Thome" will be the attrac
negro look' nt lelise unit I. ee l,,,., til.uslve SkcltOU. W llO tion at il,,. Elks' Opt ra House on Sat
Is said to be handv with his gun. fired at the negro urday ni.'it March 17th.
hittini! him in Kiub i w:iv tliai Hie bullet tiussed halt
WAS FOR THE HORSE.
around the body mar the skin, coming out without
The toliowing story is going illiflicting more than a flesh wound. Skelton was arrested nium!.- with the manager of Trim- ry stable as the butt of the
and offered to give bail the followim: morning, when hlc's
Joke,
rtaiii liorse.man in the city,
his father should arrive. A kind hearted officer i"'1'
his broad Irish brogue,
mined the fellow to go home to sleep, expecting In note, 1,
ii
the barn a few ihijs ago,
would u linear in tin: lnoiiiliitf
lim. Instead, tho young called
over Hi, elephone:
man vanished met night, and has not been heard
"llei:,,
Is this Thrimble-harm?"
Indian
since. An officer is out on Mi fruit toward
"Vt.-..came back the answer.
Territory. ( )pt ;c.
v. anted?"
"What
to siud me iwo
"Well.
want
bales ol' iv and a sack of oats."
A Har&h Suggestion.
"Yes
Who for?"
lie at tin
"Why couldn't (ieorge Washington tell
"I'or be horse, you blank fool. D'ye
cherry tree?" asked the small boy.
was goin' to ate
niesclf."
rough am SUpposi
itecause," answered his biiiier. who is
Il is
to add .that the v
irreverent man," he was taught with the goods."
man t'i. mediately hiitip up the re- con r.
Washington Star.

I Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. MALL, Proprl.tor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shtftian.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts tor
Buildings.
Repair on Mining ana mnm Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuo.aeTO.ae, M.

c
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BILLIARD
Sl

0

MELIN I

The finest place in tho city to
spend your Idle hours.

I

EAKIN,

&.

Wholesale tlquo: and

Oar

I

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WTiiskles, Moet ft
Chaudon White Seal Champagne, at. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. SehllU Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone. 13a. Salesroom, 111 South Firit
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

-

M

''''

Best brands of Cigars and
always on hand.

To-bac-

B

THE CELEBRATED

Gussaroff

M.

,

Proprietor.

Second street, Barnett Building.
VV.

7

A. Lucero

I

t

I

--

IP

TO DATE SIGNS

208 WEST SILVER AVE.
A Citizen, want ad will get the
ness. Try one.

Bottled

In Boud.

W.

STRONG! BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KT

MELtNl

&

EAKIN

Strong's Sons

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

N. Seeond St.. Both Phones.

FURNITURE

Bole Agenta.

EXCHANGE
AND

STORAGE CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

yt-j-

11

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERY. SALE FEED AND TRANS
FER 8TABLE3
Hones and Mules bought and i
changeu
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper anuea.

0.

Automatic Phone,

busi-

199.

Subscribe for The CitUtu and git

the news.

Furniture Crated Tor Shipment
Sold on ComT'Mion.
J. W. MASTERS.
West Gold Ave.
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COMMERCIAL CLUB

;.

CRAZED

AND IRRIGATION

SPENDS

MAN

WAS

HIS TIME

Madam

HUNTING CURIOUS

AFTER BLOOD

Last wight-R- an

IN

ELECTRIC

POWER

SYSTEM WITH

DEMANDED

DIRK

RETURNED

BOOZE

That Tom Corcoran did not commit
At last night's meeting of the Cum
la-- t
evening can lie attributed
merder
of
mercial c!ul after, :hi. transact inn
to his prompt arrest by Officer Knapp
routine business a ill net or arose anil early In the game. Corcoran, u.ily
astonished the assemblage liy
from the booze Imbibed and crazed by
that In his opinion land In a drug Injected Into his system
1 tie
Rio Grande vallev tributary to. through the agency of a hypodermic
by syringe, armed himsell wun a long
Albuquerque could be Irrigated
means of an extension of power lines dangerous dirk and threatened t: do
from a central electric plant located ninny bad things.
Corcoran Is reported as rushing Inin this city, nor: h and south, to supply power for Irrigation pumping from to the Alamo saloon on First street.
Hhallow wells at an average cost of He passed behind the bar and with
l per acre per year, and that a sys- the dirk In bin possession demanded
tem of this kind would bring under booze. Wl'h much difficulty the felcultivation about three times the acre- low was ejected from the place.
Then Corcoran, wild eyed and ugly,
age now In use, and that It would

the population f the valley rushed into the White Elephant satributary to Albuquerque many times loon on Railroad avenue. Here he deover. An animated conversation con- manded wine and the best wine there
cerning the project was then entered was. The bartender was getting ready
into by the members present and the to walk- - from liehlnd the bar and hand
Corcoran one when Officer Knapp w ho
plan discuss d pro and con.
That the. plan Is entirely feasable entered the place saved him the trou
and tha It would mean much to Albu- ble, and prolably was the means of
querque and the Rio Grande valley evening a tragedy for there is little
.
question but what Corcoran would
tributary to tuts city cannot.
There are many hundreds or have punctured the mixologist had he
acres of land that under this system strayed from behind the bar.
In police court this morning Corcocould be irrigated that at present canran said that he was rendered tempornot be reached by water from the riv- arily
crazy by the cocaine and booze
er under existing circumstances. The
plan cf the club directors is to inter- he had partaken of. Judge Crawford
have charged the man with carnet the Albuquerque Electric Light & could
Power company and get them to ex- rying deadly weapons but owing to
produced from being adtend their poles und lines at least five his
miles nor;h and south from this city, dicted to the morphine habit he senclaiming that if they did so the farm- tenced him to serve sixty days in the
ers, realizing the comparative cheai county Jail during which time he can
ness of the system, would hasten to iu' be treated by the county physician.
stall individual pumping plants) on yeCorcoran is a hostler by occupation,
drove a cab for the Trimble livery
their farms and pump water for Irri- company
and has worked at different
gation purposes from the shallow
wells that abound throughout the val- jobs about, the liarn.
ley. Water can bo found most any
place in the valley at a depth of from IRRIGATION SYSTEM FOR
ten to forty feet, but these wells are
useless without a pumping system as
LAND AROUND DEMING
far as Irrigation purposes are concerned.
EVER
Of all the plans for irriga ion the TWO LARGEST PROJECTS
IN
SOUTHWEST
ATTEMPTED
central electric power plant is perNOW UNDER CONTEMPLATION
haps the most feasable and economical
WORK TO BEGIN SOON.
with the chances for failure reduced
to the greatest minimum. With power
J. A. Mahoncy, a prominent hardsupplied to individual pumping plants
upon each farm from a central elec- ware merchant and politician of Deiu-ing- .
in trie city this morning
tric power 'plant, the land cf a whole for aarrived
visit and
community or a whole valley can be during few days' business
the day was a pleasant caller
as easily servtd. This system com- at the editorial
rooms r The Evening
bines practically all the advantages Citizen.
f the other systems. Sufficient wa"Dcmlng Is the Windmill city of New
ter can be developed at one place to Mexico,'
said Mr. Mahouey, speaking
supply one farm without difficulty;
"and has the finest,
misappropriation of water is impossi- of his home town,
v;rld.
in
water
We have just In
the
is
reason
the
water
ble for the
that
works system
developed upon the land whereon it Hailed a ofnew water
two
the largest irrigation
is used and therefore, at all times. Is and
ever attempted in the south-west- ,
in control of the owner; loss by seep- sercmes
nre no contemplated and actual
age and evaporation Is redueul to a
minimum," as tiie water is only pump work thereon will be commenced in
near future. In this connection It
ed as needed; unequal division of wa the
' ,'x'lt '
that within the present
ter and the injustice arising there-- year
of acres in the arid
from is absolutely done away wi.h un lands thousands
of I. una c:unty will be reclain-eler this system; there are no long
by irrigation.
ditches to maintain at a great cost;
"The lands in the Mimbres valley are
the initial cost of a pumping plant richest
In the United States and when
Is low enough to bo within the means
put under irrigation this
of almost every farmer in the valley thoroughly New
Mexico will become
of
and the efficiency and economy of section
nr- of the largest agricultural centers
uch a system is so high and the com- in
The cattle outlook
parative cost of pumping so low as to is the southwest.bright
exceedingly
and shipments
lie easily recognized by anyone intertror.i that pan of the country this
ested at all in Irrigation.
year will l.e up to that of any former
Experiments carried out by the
Agricultural Experiment sta- yiiir. Altogethtr things are certainly
tion have shown that pumping irriga looking good down Dcming way."
tion yields tile greater profit, as
For in- DEM1NG MAN SUICIDES
to river Irrigation.
stance, in one case, alfalfa hay in the
WITH A SHOT GUN
stack on the farm was $1.70 per ton
when river water was used, and $5.04
per ton when water was supplied by
pumping. The cost per ton bales, f. BLOWS ENTIRE HEART AWAY.
WAS SUFFERER FROM ASTHMA
o. b. the car, which was stationed
AND HAD
SEVERAL
TIMES
about one mile from the farm, was
THREATENED SUICIDE.
$2.57 for river water, and $5.!)1 for
pumped water. So far the advantage
afternoon, between 3:30
appears with the river water, but only andSunday
4 o'clock,
Deiiiing,
Redtwo cuttings could be secured by us- ding, aged ti." inyears, and Robert
old seting river water, whereas four cuttings tler of that district, havinganresided
in
were secured when well water was that portion of the country for the
sellprofit,
alfalfa
with
net
used. The
;jast thirty-fiv- e
years, during the past
ing at $lo per ton, was $11.32 per year of which he has conducted
a
per
$12.tiS
water
and
acre for river
restaurant
near the Union depot,
$1.3t
acre for well water, a balance of
killed himself with a shot gun, blowin favor of the pumping from ing a hole through
ht acresystem.
his breat as
power
A
wells
large as a man's fist, and entirely
centrifugal
Bteam engine and a
tearing away the heart.
pump, was used, with coal at $ti per
Redding, who had long suffered
ton. Think, then, how much cheapei from asthma, was heard to remark,
would have toetn the pumping sys- Sunday morning, "I'll never put in
tem hail they had power supplied from another night of suffering like I did
a central electric power station, doing last night." "His wife, becoming
away with both the installation of a alarmed, ami knowing that her hussteam engine and the using of
band had, on several
occasions.
coal.
threatened suicide, left the house on
Alter the discussion of this very im- Sunday afternoon, for a short time.
portant question ut las:, night's meet- to secure some one to spend the night
ing the members of the Commercial with her husband. Upon her return
club appointed a committee composed the body of the unfortunate man was
found lying on the floor, dead, with
of President Hopewell, Secretary
a shot gun and poker lying near by.
G. I 'Brooks, Wallace Hessel-tleand Noa llfeld to confer with the The supposition is that Redding
Albuquerque Electric Light. & I'ower placed the muzzle of the gun to his
company people and lay the matter be- breast, over t!.e heart, and pulled
fore them with a view to seeing what the trigger with the poker. The body
presented a grew some sight with
can be done.
That a flourishing farming com- the big, jagged hole in the breast,
munity surrounding Albuquerque would blood all over the place'.
Redding was n n ember of the Mabe of great benefit t ) this city cannot
be denied and it is thought that It sonic ordei, having a card in the Silwould be feasible to run the lines of a ver City lodge. He is survived by
his widow only. Ho came to l.una
centra! electric power systim as far county
some thinv-ftv- e
or thirty-si- x
nor h as Ilcrnalillo and south i I.os 'years ago,
with the California
I. unas. No doubt if the sysuni was inmd Mas er.g.ifed in the
stalled and run as projiosed there battler.ibtieis,
of l igeon TJdfre, and several
would soon be a trolley line following joih
'r.i iu thai p or, Ion of the counie lines rf the power plant and con- ntry
After '.caving t'io army he srt-;- tl
necting the farming districts with the
'd in l.tna coiih'.y, at it has been
metropolis of New Mexico.
t
living there, and in
county.
If the matter is carried mi; ns plan-lie- ever since, with the exception of ocand carefully handled there is no
trips to California and other
reason why it should not only prove casional
states.
h il'dded success from the Irrigation-Ists- '
standpoint, but remunerative to
MILLINERY OPENING.
the company thus furnishing the powThe
Millinery company anCilliert
er as well. Irrigation in New Mexico nounce their spring
millinery opening
Is it vital ma ter and anything as
as this for Thursday, March 15th, when they
feasable and is beneficial
will display at their new quarters
scheme should not be all- wed to fall one of the largest
and most
through.
line of fashionable spring and
summer bats In the city. Tho (lllbert
POLICE COL'RT
Millinery company, on account of the
need of more room for their increas
l'raneisco Javarmijo pleaded guil- ing business, has moved to 2'S
ty to committing a nuisance on the South Second street, the store room
utreets last evening and was fined f: formerly occupied by learned &
Their increased floor space
In police court this morning.
John Crowe and James White filed has enabled them to lay in a larger
a plea of guilty mis morning i, tne stock of millinery this spring than
vagrancy charge and were given ten 7't r " 'ore, since opening in this
tlays each with the chain gang.
I" '' ,uur ye.irg ago.

DENVER

Openhig

TODAY

George Cuneo, brother of Jonn
Cuneo, assistant manager of the St.
Elmo saloon, left this morning for his
home in Ih liver, after a pleasant visit
In the city.
George. Cuneo Is perhaps one of the
most
famous collectors of Indian
curios in the world today. He has
spent many years searching for the
handiwork of the redskin, and that he
has been successful,
work, a
visit to the curio shop, In Colorado's
metropolis, will suffice to prove.
.Mr. Cuneo is not encaged In the
curio business for the purpose of
making money.
He sells, in fact,
none of his finds. It is simply nn
Irresistible pleasure with him. Since
18t;9 he lias traveled about the country, during which time he has paid
his respects to practically every tribe
of Indians and every trading post. He
has secured every known weapon,
utensil or article used or made by
the aborigines, and will not sell them
for any price. Only a short time hro
Mr. Cuneo was offered $15,000 for Ills
collection, but. he refused the offer,
explaining that, the curios are not for
sale.
Mr Cuneo has spent much time on
this trip among the Indians In this
vicinity, searching for articles which
he does not alread possess. He Is a
bachelor of mfddle age, well fixed,
financially, and perfectly happy In
his favorite occupation.

I

VOTERS ARE REGISTERING
WITH LITTLE ACTIVITY
ONLY

NINETY-NIN-

VOTERS

OF THE 1.500

E

WERE

REGISTERED

AT NOON TODAY.

Throe of the sixteen days in which
the voters have to register are gone,
and only ninety-nin- e
of the l,,roJ
voters of the city have registered.
The cause for this lethargy on the
part or the voters Is not apparent, but
is thought
that many expect the
party leaders to see to it that they
are properly registered, while others
are depending on the registering
of the party organizations,
which are scouring the city. At noon
today the Kirst Ward book, located
at the store of E. L. Washburn &
Co., contained eighteen names.
At
the same hour, the Second Ward
book, placed handy to the voters on
the window sill at A. Harsch's place
of business on South hirst street,
names; the
contained twenty-eigThird AVard book, on the front show
case in Johnson's bicycle store, on
South Second street, liore the marks
of fourteen voters, and the Fourth
's
Ward book, on the cigar case of
book store, held thirty-nin- e
names.
will-clto- rs

ht

Mat-eon-

1

MORTUARY.

lona Pearl Condit.
lona Pearl Condit, the
daughter of W. W. Condit, a carpenter and member of the local carpenters' union, passed away this
morning, at 10:30 o'clock, at her
father's home, on South Arno street,
after a lingering Illness, from tuberculosis. Iast year the deceased's
mother and eldest sister died of consumption at their home in Pennsylvania, and she contracted the dread
malady while nursing them. Mr. Condit brought his daughter to this city
last December, but she was beyond
the aid of either climate or medicine.
The funeral ceremonies will take
place tomorrow
from
afternoon,
Strong's chapel, at 2:21) o'clock. Rev.
Cooper, of the Presbyterian church,
officiating.
Interment in Kairview
cemetery.

--

New-Mexic-
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o' Clock

From 2 to 9

Succtsior t j Parkor

A

ARRESTED TODAY
m

Important Arrest Today

LARGE

'-

W

RANr''

SHEEP

''

CLOSE OBSERVER IS CALLED
DOWN FOR IMPERTINANCE

i

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

.

that

;

:30 o'clock.

.

ev--n-

.rr.t.

...

WILL BONAPARTISTS
START SOMETHING?
GEN. PRINCE LOUIS NAPOLEON
HAS A BARREL OF MONEY NOW
AND EMPIRE LOVERS DREAM
COUP D'ETAT A. CHANCE
HE
MISSED.
If Prince Louis Napoleon, lieutenant, general in the Russian army, had
gone to the frrnt. during the war in
Manchuria and had done anything at
all In the way of fighting or generalship, there might, be a vi ry strong
movement by this time to

the empire with him as emperor.
Hut either the czar was afraid to
give him tho chance. 4tr T.otlta tunc
himself not very anxious to weather
i ne niirusnips
cr grim war. because

'mi

m
lit!

MOVED TO

r

No. 336, I.

i.u evening at 8 oV
run
ieo,uested to lie t- vA.iuquerque Lodr". V
in..--

;

J
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WEST

GOLD

AVE.

-

"

-

Call fend see samples of
latest Spr tag Goods,

'

O

H

Mrs. C.

street.

Holet,

Linens.

hi

lodges at those places.

MADE TO YOUR ORDER

...

has
her

bHlrtT WAIST 8UITS FROM
SILK WAISTS FROM
WALKING SKIRTS FROM

the

o

'...:.'.'.

toa

regular business meeting. After the
transaction of business refreshments
were served aaid social conversation
Indulged In.

The Home Mission socle! y of the
Highland Methodist church, met this
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the home ol
Mrs. Ridley, CKi South Walter street.
After the transaction of busines the
remainder of the afternoon was devoted to social conversation and the
partaking of refreshments.
Among the many delightful church
entertainments that have been given
in this city the past season perhaps
none have afforded more real enjoyment to a very large audience than
that of the Lead Avenue Methodist
church entertainment
last evening.
when J. H. Rainier, author, lecturer und
traveler, and his Kaffir boy choir, dl- reel from the land that Cecil Rhodes
made famous, entertained an nudlence'
tnat packed tho church auditorium to
jits doors. The boys, tho youngest ot
'whom is but flvo years old and the
oldesi about 20, are not great singers
as far as voice is concerned, but their
tribal and racial characteristics, their
native songs, their adornments and
dress, all go to make an entertainment
weil worth seeing and hearing. Tho
Kaffir boy choir has been In existence
for a number of years, and as a result Mr. llalmer has had many youths
from South Africa under his care,
si tiiling them h':me wntn they become
too large, and taking another young-su r to train. In this way his choir is
always comK)sed of boys. A recent
addition to tho choir came all the way
from Cape Town alone, lagged like an
eprcfs package.
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The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
I 20
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BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenae

l

John
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND

0

CLUB ROOMS

MAKING.
Is the most important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.

t

There 13 no difficulty about this if
Empress flour is chosen. It Is so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use It for that very
reason.
-

i

M. BERGER.

,. .4

-7

I

ie

Wholesale Agent,

Z

114 West Copper Ave.

4

RENT

Hotel,
M.

AVENUE.

nt ringl INLtasun
BREAD

Henry Kellam, In business in
a few years ago. Is here on
h Isit to friends.

Avenue

RAILROAD

Fines? Whiskies

oooooo
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(old

J. RICHARDS

113J2 WEST

j

furnished.

'.$l!i!oo UP

BLOW YOURSELF
WHITE LILY cigar (a box ot
tLaTbrand would be better) and watch
your waist measure
expand with
Pleasure and pride. Honestly, the
W1IITI3 LILY la a smoke to make a
sick man well, a well man Jump with
Joy that he's alive and fit to smoke
it
All dealers at 6 cents the one; $2.00
the box of fifty.

the Women's Relief Corps held their

FOR

l19nn
io oo UP

EVERYTHING FURNISHED AT THIS PRICE
DON'T FORGET THE NUMBER
118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

O
This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in
Red Men's hall on West flold avenue

HOTEL

0

Plqoes and

31'3

Mr. Jesse Miller, grand malivv
the Eastern Star In New Mexico,
gone to Raton and Ias Vegas for
annual tour of Inspection of

turn

0

Ce-ctfUa-

Albu-iiuenp-

i'M

Madame Gross

'try meeting In
et nal church guild

Tho ladies of the Cottonwood Grove,
Woodmen's Circle, met this afternoon
in regular session at Odd Fellows-hall- .
After the business of tho meeting had been transacted a social sesvisited sion was indulged in.

Montoya

i

Mountain

The Ladies' Aid soc.'
gregatlonal church
nixm at 2:30 o'clock C

the sheep ranch of Policarplo Armijo,
recently', located about two miles
southwest, of the city, and made off
with .13 sheep. It is probable, If the
charge against Montoya is true, that
the drunk" he recured today was produced by money secured from the
stolen live stock.

A.I,

--

l'.v I Jt.'.Vjod of Locomotlv.U! give their annua
evening, March 16.

'Although the prison
,
0
obliged to plead to the ...ine oi intoxication and disorderly conduct before Judge Crawford in police court,
tomorrow morning, he will. In all
probability, be immediately
on the charge of grand larceny.
A deputy sheriff Is In Albuquerque at present with the warrant
for Montoya's arrest. He accommn-le- d
Officer Knapp to the city prison
when the alleged thief was being
escorted there, and would have taken
Montoya then and there If permitted
to do so but the patrolman decided
that a sleep for the prisoner was the
most essential thing for the time being, anyway, so the deputy was turned down.
It Is alleged

wlU

St. John'
!
t Jls
i!J

1

A. Buchl, 705

entertatu this evening with

completely
Renlty

Moore

Co.

Albuquerque Novelty Works

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB
OLD

HOPPING, Kroprletor
South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland,
Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Ulcycies.
kinds. P.efore buying give us a call.
F. S.
321

The O'Brien Sisters announce their
formal spring opining for Saturday.
March 17. Music afternoon and even
ing. The hats shiwn will be sirictly
eastern makes, the patterns having
been brought, from tho leading millinery houses of New York, Chicago and
St. IjoiiIs and consisting of selections
male by Mrs. McNamara, formerly
Miss Flora O'Hrb n. who Is yet in the
east.
The cordiality wl'h which the
Oiinen Sisters give tin ir semi annual
receptions is widely known, their past
efforts having bei n a succession of
successes most enviable to say the
b ast.
The approaching opening will
equal if not excel! any of the past.

who
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,

Antonio Moiitoy
native, was place;,
day by Officer Kn.
of Intoxication.
M.
signed a cell in the

OPENING

To The Kvtnlng Citizen.
fellow
The impertinent

'.'ore
Atti.-V.ifr--

William Bingham, formerly a resident of Menu, Ark., who died iu
city, yesterday morning, from tuberculosis, was iaid to rest in Fairhill
cemetery, this afternoon, the relatives
of the deceased In Arkansas not car
ing to have tho remains sent home.
MILLINERY

H

a muslcale.

;i

i

H

SOCIAL GATHERINGS

Mrs. C.
Road, will

Than Anticipated.

l4

FUNERALS

CHURCHrCLUlTAND "

Officer Knapp Made a More

I'RINCK l.Ot'lS NAI'OUCOX.
the farthest casi he netit wan the
Caucasus.
Now he is in I'ah in a furlough.
sulking, it j., taid.
hn aleiiiug
to give up his rum
slon in the
Russian army.
hile France as
nation Isn't
r ady to give a fW
the (iolKlpartes, there are lot
inpile lovers
and soldiers of ford
west of the
Rhine who have red 'ly been
i
thiised with the hoe.
Prince

AUSTRIAN

Crown Studio
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
Wen Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320. '

L uis inav

soon

way

sc.

tempt a coup d'etai.
His aunt, the err.
Mathilde, who died !:
Paris, left an Immense
who was her favorite
cousins, scions of a
brunch, llonapartis-.her millions Ixmis ra
bring French sent tin
dard.
-

i

to at

lie

Princess
ago in
''tune to him
.i against his
ther family
long

'

u

re that with
do much to
to his stan

BORRADAILE & GO,
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April

3
"ity ilect.e
April 10 Kast. r
May 15 The
:
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"f the Casino.

Avenue

KIKG CF

LCQSE-LEA- F

BURGLARS!

Strongest Locking Device
Greatest Expansion
Easiest Manipulated

H.S.Lithgow&Co.
K

I1IXDKRS

flONCEU OAKERY
UALUNO, Proprietor.
(Succeoior to Balling Broi.)
WEDDINO CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first clans baking.
SIMON

207 8.

Flret Street.

Albuquerque.

Tho Telephone Is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRES!
The Telephone is an
ulert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

Telephone the Police
FIRE!
Telephone the Fire
Departmt nt.
ILLINESS!
Telephone the Itortor.

BINDERS

We are exclusive Agents.

ooootoooooo I

DANGERS OF THE DARK

The Majestic

OEO. P. AUSIUOHT,
EVENTS.

117 Gold

jl-,'-

Notice to Property Owners.
The law makes it ti e duty of every
5cXX)CXX)C)CX)OOCXXXXXXXXXXX)
person, firm or corporation owning
or having any lnterc.-;- . in real estate H
SCREEN TIME
or other properly on t
first day of
March, to see that si, li properly I q ig here. Door and Window
properly listed for taxation on the w
screens made to order.
assessment
rolls, pr ;erty returns S
PLANING
ALBUOUEEGUE
MILL
are now being received "t the asK0X)CXXXXXXXX)CXXOCOC)COO
sessor's ofllce, in the i"'irt house

COMING

BUILDING.

CHINA

..

IKK)

Assessor.

CATHEDRAL

Furniture and Crockery

en-tha-

!

, .

Stoond Si.

-x-x

.

.

te

'.V.Vj.'I.fyrVl,,,,.

210 South

AND CARPETS

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

P. M.

Filming.

ACCUSED THIEF

Inocencio Canion.
Inocencio Canion. aged 4 died this
morning, at 7 o'clock, at bis home
in Old Albuquerque. The funeral
ceremonies will take place from the
San Kelipe de Nei'i church, tomorrow
morning, at 8 o'clock. Interment In
Santa ISarbara cemetery.

"Close Observer" makes remarks iu
your paper about the alleged exist encc
of iiie social evil ought to know that
the uonoraUe city council committee
made a report in which they recommend that tins,, women should be remove
as soon as a suitable place oulu
be agreed upon, but It must not be
loo far fr m the center of The city,
and he Ministers' Alliance immediately wt nt on record as cordially approving the action of the council.
Now the "Close Observer" should
observe that with the church
with the state in the recognition
and regulation of tills matter, that It
is sure to be brought to a satisfactory
If you wish to vote at the apin the c utrse of time anil
conclusion
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "AR- proaching city election, see
your
that
heshould
realize
that his ImpertinNOLD'S BEST."
VERY HIGHEST name appears on the
ences are illtimed.
PATENT FLOUR.
Ixsiks.
ANOTHER OUSEKVEK.
.

RUGS

Thursday and Friday,
March 15 and 16

e

fed-le.-

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

in-h-

gain-Bayed-

com-lare-

TO

JUST RECEIVED

Spring MilUnery

the Country.

Amuck.

Steward-Lam- b

Announces
Her

Directors Will Undertake to Tom Corcoran Took Too George Cuneo Has Visited
Every Indian Tribe in
Much Booze and Morphine
Interest Electric Power
People

PAGE PIVC

2

J

YOU NEED

A

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

5

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

oooooooooo ooooooooo

KXXXXXXXXOOOOOOOCXXXXXXDO

Wootlon

Myer,

&

Real Estate
AND

Ranches

RENTALS

Farms

and

Correspondence Solicited.
ZS H. Third St.,

AUJL'QL'KRQUK

.

.

.

. X. M.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE UNE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. Vor
particulars, address W. U Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
H. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS
Automstlo phone 461.
Room 10, X. T- - Armijo Bu'.ld'.Dg,

PAGE

ALIIUQUKKOUE EVEK1NO CITIZEN.

SIX.

day.
Thejr were born near BulTalo.l
N. Y., on March 12, 1S2G. Neither had

AMATEUR BILLIARD
CHAMPION CONTEST
be prizes for the high run, best single
and best grand average.
Invitations hnd been sent t more
than twenty of the most, prominent
plavers of cla.8 A of tho amateur

Chicago. March 13. The great am-- J
ntoiir MUUrd fliampionshlp tournament, umkr the auspices of the National Association of Amateur Billiard
players will begin In the club rooms
of the Chicago Athletic association
last evening. The public will he admitted free or charge. This Is the
first time that no admission Is charged
to a championship Millard tournament.
The liilliard committee of the Chicago
Athletic association was of the opinion that such a course would help to
stimulate the interest in the game,
and Induced the new hoard of direc-torto consent to this arrangement.
C. F. Conklin, cf this city. Is the present champion, and he will defend his
title against as brilliant a field as ever
for the amateur billiard
championship of this country.
The winner of the tournament will
become the possessor of a magnificent
olid silver cup, which cost about
Me will also become the holder
Cullender comrtf the Rrunswick-Balkpany cup, which he will hove to defend with success three consecutive e
times before It becomes his lneonteta-1lproperty. The second prize will
lie a diamond studded repeating watch,
while the other prizes will be fcold
and diamond studded Chicago Ath
letic association medals. There will

bllllardists, but only the following
seven players will take part In the
w
contest:
Charles s. Norns,
York: H. A. WYIght., Ban Franclcso;
Kdward W. Gardner, Passaic, N. J.:
J. F. Poggenburg. New York: T. M. S.
Rolls. Philadelphia, and C. F. Conklin and Calvin Demarest, of Chicago.
As there are seven players, there
games, and
will ha.ve to be twenty-onas the gymnasium In which the tournament Is to be held can only be had
for nine days, the committee in charge
of the tournament has decided to open
tonight with one
the tournament
game, and have two afternoon games
and one evening game every day af
ter today. This will give the players
one extra day to play off ties, should
there be any.
The players entered for this contest are H well known, except Demarest, a young man, who Is considered
the "boy wonder" of this city. He Is
believed to have a good chance to
win In this tournament If his nerve
holds out. The condition of the con
test will be 300 points, fourteen-lncbalk line, with the anchor nurse bar
e

$1,-H-

e

h

red.

any inclination to become married,!
and up to the time of the death of
their parents, (tome forty years ago,
they lived at the parental home. Since
that time they have lived In this city,
or rather Just outside the limits of the
city, in a cosy little home of their
own, where they live a simple and
contented life.
One of their grandfathers was the
Rev, Parsons Cooke, who was paBtor
of a small Presbyterian church. In a
Massachusetts village for more than
forty years. The other grandfather
was Mark S'lere, who at one time
owned all of the land on which the
village of Norwlsh, N. Y.,now
stand?. He donated the land on which
the Norwich court house now stands
and also gave the land that was used
for the building of the canal at that
point.
The veteran twins are Inveterate
readers, and are keeping well posted
on the events and the literature of
the day. They cap trace their lineage back to the landing vf the Pilgrim Fathers.

TUESDAY, MARCH

ROGERS' INTERVIEW WITH THE BIG STICK
"
ACCOUNT FROM
AN EXCLUSIVE
OUR OWN RELIABLE CORRES
PONDENT OF THE STANDARD
CONFERENCE
OIL MAGNATE'S
WITH THE READY BLUDGEON.

Washington. March 13. The late
night visit of Henry H. Rogers, the
Jolly vice president of the Standard
.hi, house and the
f. ' ,
curtained conference held by him
the nig Stick has occasioned consid
erable comment along Pennsylvania
avenue.
While Mr. Rogers Is regarded as
the country's leading humorist when
on the witness stand, no one Is better
aware than he that it Is no laughing
matter to call on the Big Stick, especially when the returns have been
tangled by blundering suliordlnates.
Mr. Rogers was as gay and chipper
looking as a 17th of March parade
DOG, CAT AND PET 8TOCK
SHOW OF WISCONSIN when he tripped into the white house,
Milwaukee, Wis., March 13. The but when he came forth ho seemed in
haste.
second annual dog, cat and pet stock tome those
young men of inquiring
To
'
asked with perfect candor
consul 7,,Un .,. society, openen at for the who
details of what had transpired
.n inni tttmiirl.
nina
flr.t
vii a linn
shook his head and sighed. "I
half of the week will be devoted to he not
say a
he said.
the cat show, which was such a cimFrom doubtfulword,"
source It was learnsuccessful feature of last year's show. ed that the Big Stick and Standard
The last three days will be given
on a variety of subjects.
HI
over to the bench show, which is un- OldAfter talked
Mr. Rogers had taken a comusually fine this year. Judging from fortable scat on the president's desk,
the large number or entries and the he asked the Big Stick, cordially:
numerous fine animals sent here for
"How-howthe show. The prizes offered nt the
"
"Oarfleld says
aggregate
about
two combined shows
"Yes, yes, but are you still taking
are
$1,500. Besides cash prizes there
wrassli'ng lessons?
a numoer or cups ana iropnies 10 dc ..you bet an(i i oan throw
compeiea lur.
"I know; but what are the seven
best ways to strangle a wolf?"
Here the Big Stick handed HI a
METHODIST CONVENTION
cigar and Mr. Rogers, wit h a
OF GREAT IMPORTANCE
Indianapolis. Ind.. March 13. One look, asked why Cortelyou had been
of the most Important state missionary slapped on the mollar tooth for
campaign dough from Standard
of the Methodist Episco-lnpal church or Indiana ever held, has . Oil.
"Well, I like
convened here. The attendance is
"Oh, you stop that. Why does a
verv laree. unit everv district of the
Huh!
Huh!
state, is represented. The purpose or hen cross the road.
the convention is to bring togother
the coherence and district officers or
the different organizations of the SOMETHING MORE
church, the pastors and representatives rrom the local churches and
ABOUT JIM BENTLEY
young peoples' societies within the
bounds or this state.
Special Correspondence.
Thornton, N. M., March 11. James
HUNGARIANS WILL
SETTLE IN UNION COUNTY, D. Bentley, whose death from hydroScores of Hungarians from this dis- phobia occurred the other day at
was an old soldier and a pentrict are quietly preparing to leave
here In the near future to take up sioner. Like such he was an associate
or
county,
N.
Major Bogordes, or this town, and
their residence In Union
A while In Thornton a Tew days ago he
M., says the Trinidad Advertiser.
being
new colony of Hungarians is
importuned his Trlend ror two pupfounded there. Trinidad men are be- pies the latier had, saying nothing
hind the movement, and it will have about his being previously bitten by
a large number of recults to start some cur. The pups were sent to Jim
with.
the very day he was taken to Cerni-lo- s
The colony will be Naravisa, Unand Major Bogordus feared the
ion county, and already some have little dogs had bitten him. Jim used
protaken up homesteads there. The
to live in Tnornton and drove the
moters are Herman Deutsch, Joseph mall stage from here to the Cochitl
Deme, John Kovacs, Steran Kiss and district. He was on the Topeka, Kanothers. They expect to get the ma- sas, pension rolls.
jority or their residents rrom the coal
fields of Las Animas county, and it BIG INDIAN, CAPTAIN
is understood that quite a delegation
NORRIS, VISITS SANTA FE
will soon leave.
Captain Norris, chief or police ct
Try a Citizen want ad.
the San Xavler Indian reservation in

,,.

n.

WILL PLAY LAWN GAMES

far-aw-

g

Nice, March 13. The twelfth annual open tournament for the lawn
tennis championship of the south of
France opened in the . courts of the
Nice Iawn Tennis Club, yesterday,
it follows the tournaments at Monte
Carlo and Mentone, which attracted
great Interest among the devotees of
the game. These big matches' have
Infused new life Into the sport, which
really originated in France, or, at
least, was played there as early as
the fifteenth century. It was the
sport of the gentry and nobility
'
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In 1G47 there were 114 courts
The oldest tennis
in Paris alone.
court in the United States Is In New-Jo- rt
and is not even sixty years old.
According to the program the
events of the tournament will be as
follows: Gentlemen's singles for the
Nice Cup, valued at 2,000 francs, of- fered by the municipality of Nice;
.ladies' singles, for the Ladies' Cup,
offered by A. O. Morganstern; gentlemen's doubles, for the Gentlemen's
Doubles Cup, valued at 1,500 francs;
mixed doubles, for the Mixed Doubles
Cup, offered by the Grand Cerclo du
Casino Municipal de Nice, valued at
1,500 francs.
There will also be
handicaps
singles,
In gentlemen's
ladies' singles, gentlemen's
doubles
fav-orl-

te

--

and mixed doubleg. The rules of the
Union dus Societies Francalses de
Sports Athletiques and of the Lawn
Tennis Association will be enforced
and all disputes will be referred to
the Tournament Committee, whose
decisions shall 1e final. The new
service rule, both reet lehlnd the
base line, will be strictly enforced.
Among the members of the Nice
Lawn Tennis Club, are his majesty,
the King of the Belgians, and Princess Clementine or Belgium, the
Grand Duke and Duchesse of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
the Grand Duchess Anastasla of Mecklenburg-Sch-werlthe Grand Duchess of Hesse;
Prince Beatrice
of
Grand Duke Cyril and Grand
Duke Boris of Russia, Prince George
de Romanowsky, the Duke or Leuch- tenburg, the Duke de Rivoll and many
other members or royal and aristocratic houses. Among the contestants are many prominent American
and English players.
n,

TWINS OF EIGHTY
CELEBATE BIRTHDAY
Scranton,
Pa.,
March 13. John
Randolph Cooke and Mary Elizabeth
Cooke, the oldest twins In the United
States, ir not In the world, cele- brated their eightieth birthday yester- -

your"

Cer-rlllo-

THEZ

60c.
MR. ROGERS AND THE BIG STICK

Huh!"

,'

"
"This in no Jok
"Possibly, but has the Panama canal
been built yet?"
"The Big Stick rubbed one or its
Culebra cut knobs and Mr. Rogers
scratched a match on his nose.
"What- the thunder do you mean
by this labor and commerce department Investigation or Standard Oil?'

V.

CONFERENCE.

demanded Kerosene HI, In his
pleasant tones.
At this point the Big Stick seized
H. H. by the slack or the trousers,
and paying no heed to a question of
how he had his eggs for breakfast,
h'lsted him out of a window into
Pennsylvania avenue.
This exclusive account of a momentous interview is not copyrighted.
well-kno-

Arizona, arrived in Santa Fe yester- COMMON BATTERY SYSTEM
day to visit with several Indian youths
from his reservation attending the
FOR COLORADO TELEPHONES
United States Indian school here. Captain Norris is one ot the biggest In- PLANS FOR NEW BUILDING GO TO
dians In the country. He is over six
CONTRACTORS ON SATURDAY-SHOU- LD
BE COMPLETED
BY
feet tall and weighs about 280 pounds.
JULY 1.
Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
"Wo expect to have our new buildRemedy in His House,
ing ready to move into by July 1."
"We would not be without Chamber- This was the statement or O. E. Mc
lain's Cough Remedy. It is kept on Carn, assistant engineer for the Colo
hand continually in our home," says i 3do Telephone company, this after
W. W. Kearney, editor or the Inde- noon as he sat in the office of Archi
pendent, Lowry City, Mo. That is ujct IaDrlere, gazing at the plans for
just what every Tamlly should do, the new home of the company here,
When kept at hand ready for Instant which la to adorn the southwest cor- use, a cold may be checked at the out- - ner of Copper avenue and North
set and cured in much less time than Fourth street.
"We will give the plans to the
after It has become settled In the
This remedy Is also without tractors on Saturday, both here and
a peer for croup in children, and will at Denver, and we expect that actual
prevent the attack when given as soon work of construction will begin wlth-a- s
the child becomes hoarse, oi- evtm in the two weeks following. We are
after the croupy cough appears, which going to have it rushed to completion,
can cnly bo done when the remedy is as we are badly in need of more room
kept at hand. For sale by all drug- - than our present quarters afford,
gists.
"In the mean time, we are going to

ResicSemce Sections? &y Dxudl Yoo.
Sit Up Yotui Home-Budldle- H

con-syste-

Gr

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office. Santa Fe, N. M..
March 8. 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proor In support or his clahn, under
sections 16 and 17, or the act or March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act or February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
States
be made befcre the United
commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on April 17, 19t6, viz., Emllio Sanchez,
Tor the small holding claim No. 2072.
in sections 24 and 25, township 7
north, range 2 east.
He names the fallowing witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession or said tract tor twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per-altN. M.; Edward F. Otero, or Albuquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Perea, ot
Peralta, N. M.. and Manuel Alderete,
rf Pernlrn V M
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
cf the Interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, arid to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
a,

cross-examin-

Dowe oit Up?
TsJ&e

-

Notice Youi Investor!
IfWWiirlUI

that Albuquerque is a city; a steady, rapidly growing CITY Do you know the critical stage
long passed; that no matter where or how this Territory may develop, Albuquerque
demands her toll; that she is IT

DO you realize

You Men Who

is

Again, You Conservative Speculators

Dream of Money

DO you know we own the "CAPITOL HILL OF ALBUQUERQUE?"

That we possess the limited supply of what, from this time forth, MUST be in

much demand? That we, and we only, have THE HEIGHTS THE SLOPE
THE VIEW? That, in one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of
the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to residence purposes exclusively No Factoreis, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boarding-houseetc? That
we own our ownwater plant and will furnish you water, piped to your property
line, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement walks
and line the streets with trees?
s,

JUST SIXTY SITES

that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the
CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION? That, beginning at one park, and
ending at another, it will also be parked on both sides throughout its length?
DO you know

That, on this street, a building-lin- e
is drawn beyond which no dwelling may
project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
constructed, shall cost less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in
all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to come, his
home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such

OA

THIS A VENUEk

We AJow Offer Building Sites, 100x132 Feet, OlOOO to 1200! Think you Ambitious Man;
Borrow if Neccessary; But Buy! Wait, and Someone Will be Glad to Treble
Your Price! We Mold Mot All the Best, but the Best of All!

The Terrace Mddition Improvement Company
Selling Agent
M. P.

(

health-Guarantee- d

RSN A CITY?

WEM.E YOU
Saw

reconstruct a largo part of the system. The north Fourth street lino
will go under the ground and some of
the other lines will likely follow. We
will also begin immediately Installing
what Is known as the common battery system. With that service, there
Is no ringing of bells. AH one will
have to do Is to take tie receiver
down and the line Is open."
The new Colorado Telephone building will be built on plans drawn by
Architect J. I IDrlere. It will be
31x45 reet, and three stories, the third
story being a hair cellar. This floor
will be occupied by battery and engineering departments.
The second
story will contain the business office,
whilo the third story will house the
"hello" girls and the operating department.
When asked If there was a likelihood of the discontinuation or one or
the other or the two telephone compa.
nles operating In Albuquerque Mr.
McCarns said that he was not prepared to say. Ho ventured, however,
that he didn't think that two companies would be doing business in Albuquerque very long one could fur
nlsh a very adequate service.
Mr. McCarn expects to leave for his
headquarters at Denver tonight.
"
Torture by Savages.
"Speaking or the torture to which
some or the savage tribes In the Philippines subject their captives, reminds
me of the intense suffering I endured
for three months from inflammation
of the kidneys," says W. M. Sherman or Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped
me untH I tried Electric Bitters, three
bottles or which completely cured me."
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blond
disorders and malaria; and restores
the weak arid nervous to robust
by all druggists,
Price

?"

FRENCH WOMEN AND MEN

13, 1906.

SI A MM, Secretary and

.

TUESDAY, MARCH

AJLHUQUEKQUE

13. 1906.

KVKN1NG

CITIZEN.

the, snake by retreating
to Its shell. At last the snake wrapped Itself around the hell and was
carrying It nway when the turtle managed to bite It. In Its surprise the
snake forgot caution and the turtle
grabled It and bit It to death.

turtle evaded

WIS

ANTICIPATED
YOUR WANTS
In buying our 1906 stock of
frigerators;
and now have on

beau.iful line of the

a

brated

MOST ANYTHING

Re-

"Marguerite Smythe. (f ow York,
Is back here on a visit-,- '
said Mrs.
Western.
"Marguerite Smythe?
don't remember her," said old ninn Western
'Or course you do. You used to go
to scnooi togetner.
"What was her nunie before she
was married?"
"She's not married, it's funny you
don't remember her."
"Well, what was her name before
she moved to New York?"
"Here sleeps the father of lilt children." Is the inscription on an Upper
Sandusky, O.. man's tombstone. To
that might well have been added. "He
never had a chance to sleep before."

die-pla- y

cele-

1

Refrigerator.

BALDWIN

Come early and get your pick and
if we can't uit you from atock we
will get your order In with our

second shipment.
D. EMMONS.

Both Phones
Sole

Cor. Coal and Second

Agervs for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

Maybe the packers blame the vegefor the low prices the cattle
raisers get.

tarians

t

m

-

Tr- -

numpr m cc
ini. iinuniir in .ai -

"lid

you at end the Socialist convention down in Connecticut the other
"Oh, no, they wouldn't admit me.
Those fellows have part of the money
we poor Socialists are trying to get."

"mm rhii vl rjHARNEss
SADDLES
0
flv-H'l-

BRIDLI E

r

LAP

OCCASION.

S

Ahout 00 attended the poverty social given by the Sunday school
Thursday, and $4.50 was cleared.
Fullertown correspondence Chagrin
Falls (O.) Exponent.

R O B E S

N D

ETC.

A BUREAU

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
'

Train

No. 10 carried

tives this morning en route to Wind-fieldKan where they will be employed at railroad work.

,

Division, Superintendent E. J. Gibson of the Santa Fe left last night for
a trip to the Grand Canyon In his
private car, accompanied by his
daughters, Miss Edna Gibson and Mrs.
S;anley Weld.
A fire In a car of coal near the Santa Fo shops last night caused a dou
ble alarm to be turned in. Tne shops
Are department, rescinded and
In extinguishing the blaze before liny great damage had been done.

F. A. Rankin has tendered his resignation as bill clerk at the local ireight
office and will leave in a few days for
the east. Mr. Rankin will be succeeded at the bill clerk's desk by a Mr.
Peterson, who Is coming from Chicago.

Masonic Bulldmg, Norm Third Street
IMPORTANT TO NEWS AGENTS.
Order extra copies of Most
special Ice edition. Hound to
be a winner. Will tell housekeepers PAINTS,
OILS. VARNISHES AND
how to save Ice.
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness, Saddles, Lat
SPRING SNAKE STORIES.
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pa)
New York. March 13. Jed Simpson. Robes,
metto
Roof
Paint; lasts Jive years and
who has ft farm near the Battery.
drove to Harlem yesterday with a load stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
of produce. When crossing a hump in K9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
the Broadway pike, not far from the
New York Central deKt, he was given
Established In 1882
a sudden bump and he dropped his
whalebone buggy whin. He found It
after a short search and put it In the Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
whip socket bo ho would be sure not
boden's Granite Flour.
to lose It again.
The weather began to moderate
about noon, and while the wagon was
standing In front of a grocery store
Groceries
in Harlem Jed was astonished to see
r
his
wiggle, and a minute Hlllsboro creamery
Butter Best
later the whole whip climbed out of
Earth.
the socket and crawled down the gutter. Jed gave chase, but the whip Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
crawled under the sidewalk, not, how214 8outh Bteona Street.
ever, before ho discovered that the
snake evidently had crawled out on
the road the day before to sun itself
INSURANCE!
REAL ESTATE
and went t" sleep and was frozen
ttT DTTOT
RMfT
ilurhiR the nlhtf and that Jed Room
AutoSaJta TeSSSnliit 17J
had picked It up instead of the whip.
Any-thing'- s

SATURDAY,

Rowland

MARCH

JOHNSON

-

17.

It. Kelley, the Santa Fe brake-ma- n
who was fined 15" for engaging

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealer
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolena

laundered without ahrlnklng. We liave added to our a),
ready well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolena without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to ui
and we will atralghten them out for you.

S
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Albuquerque
Carriage
Col
Corner rirst
TIJr Road.
mnd

s

Third and Marquette

DORA
PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
warm and .njor
,
dr br wwla poxtcct-tHUcj- th.eald

TIIORNE.
M.

Frost King
Frost Queen
Chamois Vest i

Juss received twq carloads of fine
Carriages,

Buggies,

Runabouts

and Phaeton.

Or

Clay'a

Mad. of rhamol., rslnforcod
with nnnel-liht,- ott
Ddoom.
furtsblo. i
Like orrrylhlnB lw In thin
tore, I hew, mti am nrntoed
to give enl iro tat Ufiictioa.

The Sweetest Story Ever Told

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
TAKE

A LOOK

LARGE

It ILL

fV '

COUCH

Dr. King's

.i

New Discovery

'

for

t

--

7

j

W.H.Hahn&Co

mules of the Grant Construction company at Helen during the winter, but
who has been for several weeks in
Santa Fe attending to the live stock
of individuals, received a letter from
the McCabe and Steen Consc: ruction
company at Eprta asking him to come
there post hastn as a number of the
mules employed in the grading work
were dying of some disease which
first affects the nostrils and later at
lacks the Inns. The surgeon left
promptly for the construction camp
to attind to the animals but will later
return to the Capital city when- be
expects to locate permanently.
-

'AA'Na.x

o mm: jes

mm.

Both 'Phones:
matlc, 671.

A. E. WALKER.
rirtE
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C. Raldridge'a
yard.
,

M.

DRAGOIE

Colo., Red 284:

&

Aute.

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue. No. 215. Will he
served promptly at any hour of th
night Prices will be from 25c to 30c

M. GRENADINO & CO.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N. PEACH & CO.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
REAL
ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash Automatic 'phone, 515. Office, 20SMr
ington Avenue, ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
West Gold Avenue.

iSILaiEl.

Located on the Been

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison. Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway

is 31 miles eouth of Albuquerque, N M at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old east
Mexico

FORMERLY ORGANIZED

The Soe rro Stale bank was formerorganized in Socorro yesterday
with a capital stock of I3u,00(, as
chronicled in yesterday's issue of The
Bvening t'itizi ii, in a special dispatch
from Socorro. The prlnclal stockholder in the new bank is Joseph
Price, for many years tine of Socorro's
leading merchants, and It was mainly
through his efforts that the new bank
The citizens of Sowas established.
corro, merchants and business men.
eamo to the front liberally when it
came to subscribing for stock and it
was decided to bar all those living
outside of Socorro county from taking
stock in the new organization.
This reflects great credit upon Socorro uric bans and citizens ant

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

"M?U
3R3V EMI
T he Futxste Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

STATE BANK AT SOCORRO

ALL CAPITAL STOCK SUBSCRIB
ED BY SOCORRO COUNTY RESIDENTS OUTSIDERS ARE

i

'.TTCrf"'.'.

e

ir

MEXICO.

NEW WORK

u;

Ton

& CO.,

NEW

had far better be done right In the
beginning, aa thereby endless repairs
are unnecessary. That Is why it
pays to have your plumbing Installed
by first class workmen. Real estate
owners never regret their contracts
with the Standard Plumbing Co., as
they have the best of reasons for appreciating the care, skill and experience exercised by men who are thorough masters of their trade.

j

ML
CO
$6.00 Per

THROUGH OUR

J. KORBER

cu

&?Z?l

NOV.

REPOSITORY.

ALBUQUERQUE,

j

DYING FROM DISEASE ON BELEN CUT-OFVe'erinary Surgeon M. H. Deacon,
who had charge of the horses and

f

and

''"

e.

BUYING DAYS

LOW PRICES
Ho you Intend buying a vehicle to enjoy the summer
months? If m An
don't ipass ls by. We don't urge you to hnv nn oininii. ut,tio
o X
have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes. Top Bug- - 1
gies. Runabouts, stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of all kinds. A
Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see us.
V

?

mi."f rlt

0

KASY TERMS

Both Phones

l,Ianit''l

-

CARRIAGE

SCREEN DOORS

o','e8, 8!me
carriage,
one

dull.

THESE ARE

T

U

General Building Supplies

Present
THE EMPHATIC SUCCESS,

"The papers say there was a panic
night!" b'S ai)ar,ment hoi,H tho 'her

free-for-a- ll

"ReB?gPSs"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

id'' left a baby
Frl, j.oo
of the halls."
WHOLESOME, CLEAN, REFRESH- t'ORSAIDT
ING.
" Hami,,on may And
in a Sunday morning
heflhUh
fight
The Williams Drug Co.
Jewme's
as
good
as his.
in the rear of Graham's saloon, in
BLUE FRONT STORE.
which he landed upon everybody In
AN
'RODUCTIOM. 117 W. Railroad Ave.
EXCELLENT
Roth phones.
fiii',.,inlnMu- ?urox lu"'omo
night, except the man who started all
h,Pr.hl!8ba,1(1 n,il,e that great
strike"
the row, says that he wouldn't have
bragging all the time."
Among the young women who are
Seats on sale at Matson's Thursdn-Marcbeen there it the "lid" had not been
yea, but you know money
gaining a name through Jheir own
15.
talks."
leaking so very badly.
tammy anu talents is the daughter SURE SIGN OF WARM
WEATHER
V. O. Walker, roadmaster on the of Samuel Gompers, president of the
i f
V "VV
Parkersbu rg,
50c and 25c'
south end of the Rio Grande division American Federation of Labor. Sadie freight train March 13.- -A 11 & C)' Matinee
arrived
Evening
35c,
50c
75c
yesterday
and
ten
of the Santa Fe. was in the city be-- ; Julia Gompers has Just made her minutes late,
the delay having bee
tween trains last night en route to debut in concert circles as
vnenitar
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
fltevna.
wpena, ian., wnere ne win vij.su nue nas a voice described as being east of
The
Room 17, N. T. Armijo Building.
THE
friends and relatives for a couple of of unusual sweetness and sympathetic noticed here.
the engine
weeks. Mr. Walker was relieved at quality.
It was first remarked by den y, but
AND CURE THE
LUNGS
TOT I & ORAOI
San Marclal by John Quinn. ltoth Mr. Alyce IVentley, vocal instructor of the In less thancould find nothing wrong
three
minutes
the
Quinn and Mr. Walker were formerly Washington public schools. She has
le
"he
In
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
'top.
WITH
Looking
out
employed In the local yards.
cultivated It in New York upon the call
Grain and Fuel.
the eneine.r
nu
advice
of
Bandmaster
Duss,
cho
nf m.L,
and
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
rrom 8 r"t to ton
Train No. 2 of thTs morning was has appeared in ntil.lie
,
Z ,"' '"L,h"1.
1 hnnoan,!.,
and Cigars. Place your orders for
v,., i
lenKtn.
annulled on account of a washou- - west times with success.
this line with vs.
of Wlnslow and at noon today was
.wa.Kd 118,1 ClKKed tne "Iwel.1
NORTH THIRD STREET.
mincer was powerless to
to arrive as first No. 8 of this
Price
Rube Ferns, the Kansan. and Char- pull the Jheavy
train.
evening. The rain thai ft II here yes- lie Sieger, the hard hitting Harlem-itft $1.00
60c
CXXOCOCXXXX)COCXXXXJUOOO
The snakes came from the south
terday In the afternoon increased to
Frea Trial.
will fight at.
next month, and were bound to the cooler
Ccrrlhot
American Block
the westward drenching Arizona and on a date to be Iluffalo
north.
agreed upon. They Miners say It Is a sure sign
and
Barest
Uuickest
Cure for all
the Pacific coast. Train No. 10 was should put up a slashing fight, as
of warnr
8
THROAT
TROUBand
LUNG
rPllalJ1
held an hour at the local station and both men are sluggers and
the fllgnt of
caeh can wild ducks or geese.
LES, or MONE1 HACK.
lelt on the schedule time of No. 2.
stand a goodly amount of
Cohoes. N. v.. March 13. A
week, eighteen
Within the past
man who has been, on the upper fisherfamilies with household gords have
HudA Scientific Wonder.
son for several weeks arrived in town
STEAM" CARPET
CLEANING
imssed through the capital city via
The
cures
that
to
stand
its
yesterday
credit
with
a story of a terrible
the Santa Fe Central Railway com- make Itucklen's
THORNTON 7 hm Claanmr Y! COKE
MILL WO OO
Arnica Salve a s"ien-titl- nght between a snapping
pany to new homes In the Estancia
Cleans everything.
turtle and
He is the fit
wonder.
It
E.
R.
a
cured
Mulford,
blacksnake.
valley. Reports received by the railThe turtle evidently
KINDLING
Furniture Man. Moving, naek- - VI!
way officials are to the effect that lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry, found poor feeding in the water and
ing and shipping, unpacking and
Waynesboro, pa., of a distressing case went ashore
Moun-talnamuch of the available land from
setting up, and is no upstarts t V
piles, n heals the worst burns, saw it and for food. The blaeksnake
Co Estancla
the battle at once began.
has already been of
the business. There Is no oth
sores,
bolls,
ulcers,
cuts,
chilwounds,
The
filed upon and arrivals from now on
snake was too quick for the
er Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
blains and salt rheum. Only 25c at turtle and
will have to hurry.
the latter was unable to
737 South Vvalter Street.
DOTH 'PHONES
all drug stores.
get. a noia with Its Jaws and the
MULES
mccxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxyc&oooocm
C.

Wholesale Grocere

Kclehcr

& Clifford

forget, to buy the Most Any- Or; matization
of Bertha
thing Ice edition and learn how to
Famous Novel.
save your Ice next summer.

r-:-

r.

MATINEE AND NIGHT,

pont

will

A. D.

ELKS' THEATRE

cent years we're inclined to believe
the measurement was made by a civil
engineer.

grimshaw and Mrs. Grimshaw,
who have been in Ienver for the past
week where Mr. Grimshaw attended
tj
business In his capacity as general
manager of the Santa Fe Central railway, have returned to Santa Fe. Tiiey
had a pleasant trip.

Thos.

F. C. PRATT &'CO.

Undo Joo Cannon has been measured for a pair of pants. From all
that we've heard of Undo Joe in re-

S. H.

and Salt Meat.
Sausage Factory.

ANOTHER KIND OF ELEVATION.
"Storms feels that he has a mission
and that it's to elevate the stage."
"Humph; when I Baw him yesterday
he said he couldn't take out another
company until he raised $1,000."
Tom McCreery, formerly of file
A puckerless persimmon has been Brooklyns, has such a good Job with
grown at last. Bring on your shelless a Pittsburg steel works that ho has
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
decided to quit the game.
peanut.
and supplies and horse-powe- r
pumping outfits.
"Millionaires who laugh are rare,"
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
says Andrew Carnegie. Maybe that's
because they spend so much of their
time at musical comedies, Andy.

Socorro's only banker, having conducted a banking institution in the
rear of his general merchandise store,
but having disposed of the mercantile
business, Mr. Irice and his son, who
was associated with him in the mercantile business, decided upon fno
founding of a state liank, and to devote their future time to banking only.
Tell Yin to cheer up. Andy. Tom
Every cent cf the $30,000 capital Laweon will stop
writing some day.
stock, it is understood, has been
by Socorro residents and deSMOKE UP!
posits are pouring In at a rate that
Giles Segar of Rochester, has moved
assures the new banking institution his sawmill to the
Rice woods, and Is
success from the start.
cutting timber for Walter Rice's new
house; from Rice's ho will go to Chas.
Campbell's to saw timber for a large
GOMPERS' DAUGHTER
barn. Sullivan correspondence, WellIS A GOOD SINGER ington (O.) Enterprise.

na-

Steam

1

DRAWER.

Maybe "Judge" Hamilton won't be
after he reads a few back
numbers of the newspapers.

show that their enthusiasm concerning a home lnstiutlon and their faith
In Mr. I'rlce and his business prowess,
is unlimited. Mr. Price has long been

NOTES

RAILROAD

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

of Fresh

EMIL KLEINWORT,

Cincinnati, March 13. A hoop snake
crawled Into Jeff Putnam's house yesterday afternoon and attacked the nib-ber tule attached to a library lamp.'
supposing It was another snake. The!
snake rolled Itself un llk n hnrm. !
bounced up on ihe table and struck
its fangs clear through the tube. It
hung on hard Instead of withdrawing
its fangs, and the result was that It
was soon asphyxiated. Jeff saved the
body of the snake as proof of the
story.

so sassy

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

Kind

. A. SLEYSTER

RECEIPTS APPROPRIATE TO THE

!

Meat Market
ah

whip-cracke-

day?"

BARGAINS IN

THIRD STREET

Staple and Fancy

tu-.-

CURE

PAGE SEVEN.

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Z

25x142 feet. laid out with broad 80 and

,f ,T IT
'hurc.fe'' Commercial club; a population of
1. the largest shippmg point for
reat.nrsnts.

ly

.ALL
Jca6,

TAST

:!:ZrTZ

Jt

Zll

1

Inhabitant;

LIMITED EXPRESS. MA.L AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

JOHN BECKER,
'"Sjais.

t
streets, with alley. 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade tree.; publle
school hoa.a. eoiUrgent mercac.Ke establishment, In New Mexico; tb o ueien fatent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrels dally: large
winery: three aote'.i
wool, flour, wheat, wine, bean, ar.l hay in
Central New Mexico. It. Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be e.tlmated

1,500

FE

ROUTE

WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EA8T AND WEST. NORTH

- -

-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS
TO

plumhm.

-

AND SOUTH.

.ho.

ln.

m..

DEEDS.

The
Belen Town and improvement Company
President

WM. M.BERGER,

k.

Secretary

A

m
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snclatUn whurp ho will make an ad MILLIONAIRE CHEMIST IN
dress on "The Relation of the .Spirit
ALBl'QUEKQUE TO REMDE
ual and Material."
WKEIC
Itead be proceeding of the meet- In
nt th,. flood Government League ARRIVAL IN PRIVATE CAR COpublished elsewhere In today's CiH-eLUMBIA AND WILL TAKE DAR.
BY A. DAY HOUSE FOR A HOME.
DAY AND WEATHER.
Patricio Gonzales, former owner
V to 1 KAl LtfUfl VKil.JP
Combaie,"
"Kl
editor of
C2
and
Traveling ln the private car Col u inSun rise, 6:15; set. 6:05; length of published nf Wagon Mound, where he fo a. there
arrived In Albuquerque last
sunshine, 11:50; moon rite tonight, also serve,! as postmaster, has dis night on train
No. 9 E. Orasselll, the
9:31. The day has been delightful-brig- ht, posed of hi, newspaper business to millionaire chemical
manufacturer ot
BRINGING FORTH
clear, warm, little wind, and Amador M.irtinei. and will move to Cleveland. Ohio, who lias
come to
exhiliarating.
This day last year a this cltv. where he may In Ihe near
for
his
healt.i.
Mr.
Grasselli
severe torJrn prevailed In southern future, start a Spanish newspaper,
01
is accompanied by his son, Edward,
Its
California.
At last night's meeting of the Good hi private physician, Dr. H. C. Ixng,
In
League, a resolution was one of the tnoBt eminent medical men
Snow In north, rain In south portion Government
Our
be good shoes, for
passed declaring against th" pur- of Cleveland; a trained nurse and Mr.
tonight;
Wednesday
clearing,
but
we give
of the Water company's prop GmshcIU'h favorite butler, an aged
for
much colder with cold wave in north chase
erty at the prlco named by Mayor negro.
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In
and eas'J portions.
do
Is
McKoe and a majority of the city
Driven to the southwest
by 111
said health, Mr. Grasselll expects
of
.proceedings
Head
council.
we
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
to
make
previousmeeting In another column of today's Albuquerque his home for some time,
if
for
ly
as this climate has been recommended
The 4 o'clock report of thi urriva Evening citizen.
Coats
3
second-han- d
ones
of Santa Fe passenger trains is ns
Bishop John Mills Kendrick. of the as th most favorable to his recovery
to
follows:
garEpiscopal church, who has been In and witn mis in view Dr. Ixng was'
lies
lies; in
Nor. 1, 7 anil 9 On time.
the city for several days, occupying driven about the city thi morning by
Vests
shoes. So
Delayed No. 3 About In: 35 p. in.
tho pulpit at St. John's Episcopal an attache of the Santa Fe offices tn
No. 810:40 p. ni.
church, Sunday, and officiating nt. tue see several houses that are for rent.
careful
No.
a. n.
confirmation of a class of eight, on Of the several houses visited, Ir.
we sail.
Sunday evening, leaves tonight for I.onj
this afternoon that the
THE NEW SPRING SUIT
Best
weals In the city, at Socorro. Rev. Kendrick Is bishop of Darby stated
A. Day residence on West RailMEN'S PATENT COLT SHOES OR OXFORDS
$3.50 to $4.00
the Colunilms hotel. Family style.
this diocese. Including all of New road avenue was the most acceptable,
Is
MEN'S VICI KID OR BOX CALF SHOES
Miss Kthel Moore of the Menaul Mexico and Arizona.
$2.25 to $3.50
and If satisfactory arrangements can
Mission school left this morning on a
MEN'S COLT SKIN OR SATIN CALF SHOES
$1.65 to $2.50
s
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Neushauin of be made, It will he taken by iho
pleasure trip to Kansas City.
Chicago,
WOMEN'S PATENT KID 8HOES OR OXFORDS
accompanied by President
for an Indefinite period.
$2.75 to $4.00
.S. C. Turrance of I.os Angeles, repSweeney of the Federal Smelting and
The Grasselli Chemical company,
WOMEN'S VICI KID SHOES OR OXFORDS
$1.65 to $3.50
resenting the Mosher Safe company. Kenning compnay, were In the city of which Mr. Grasselli Is the chief
WOMEN'S STRAP SANDALS AND SLIPPERS
$1.10 to $3.00
Is In Albuquerque on a business trip. for a short ime, last night, the guests member, is the largest manufacturer
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
$1.00 to $2.75
H. E. Fox, formerly in the jewelry of Mr. Neusbanm'8 sisters, Mrs. Ivan of sulphuric add ln the United States
business In this city, has returned Grunsfeld nnd Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld.
"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
from a business trip to Kaunas City. The party was in tho private Pullman
"Ha,zclmere," and are en tour of the FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
Mr.
Mrs.
left
J.
and
Emmons
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
leaving lust night for the MUSCLE.
this morning for Coyote SprinRS, southwest,
City of Mexico.
where they will enjoy an outing of a
Those having the welfare of Albu
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's few days.
PAY YOUR POLL TAX FOR 1906
DRUG STORE BEMrs. K. Mandell and daughter. Miss querque's public schools at heart are AT RUPPE'S
grocery store, are sure to bring the
agitating
1ST, AND AVOID
the
planting!
APRIL
matter
FORE
of
dif
Qunella,
night
joh
An
left
for
last
right flavor to all dishes Into which geles
varieties of shade trees around COST OF SUIT.
for a short sojourn on the Pacific ferent
the
school grounda during the coming
they enter. This is because we al- coast.
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
spring and summer, together with
ways procure the best manufactured.
William Manfleld of Amarillo. Tex., flowers and shrubbery. Prof. Clark
ORIOLE CANNED
The ladies of the German Lutheran
GOODS
ARE
We find out first what brands are re- has arrived in the metropolis, and has interested himself In the matter,
THE BEST
church will have their coffee party
will remain several days, transacting and hopes io improve
the looks ol Wednesday afternoon at the church.
liable and personally guarantee them. business.
the grounds wonderfully before the corner Silver avenue and Fifth street.
Abel E. Perea, deputy
insurance opening of the next term.
city
in
from
commissioner. Is
the
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
Hon. O. E. Cromwell of Now York
Santa Fe, In connection with busi- and Albuquerque,
COMPANY.
und owner of
ness of his office.
Important
pieces of real
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
Walter O'Brien, territorial cattle in estate in this city, left last night for
spector, arrived In Albuquerque from New York, after a visit of about two
118
120
Not.
and
ORIOLE
South Second street. Las Vegas, and will remain a day or weeks in the metropolis. Mr. Crom
Try a Citizen want ad.
Absolutely
two, transacting business.
well expressed himself as decidedly j
I
MAPLE
PURE
ATTENTION GENTLEMEM.
P. Guilllon, one of the promoters ol well pleased with the progress Albu
the Savoy hotel, left last night for querquo was making, and said that
S
SYRUP
now
your
for
suit
"Easter,"
Order
MAPLE
Geo. W. Hlckox
St. Louis, where he goes to visit the outlook for future greatness was and be well dressed. You know our
T.JY. Maynard
fritnds for a few weeks.
exceedingly bright.
reputation. Best workmanship, latest
Deputy Fnlted States Marshal Fred styles, and lowest prices.
Eighteen
Charles F. Hunt, a cattle buyer from
El Paso, spent Sunday in the metrop
returned last night from Eti hundred new samples to select from.
olis, visiting relatives and friends, re tauia, I. 1., where he took one Dr.
Agency
Harton of Estancia. who was wanted Nettleton Tailoring
turning to nis borne last night.
there
contempt
for
court.
of
Mr.
street.
Cclonel
114
S.
Hopewell
W.
South Third
left this
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
rornort win leave, tnis evening, on a
morning for a trip over the Santa Fe paper
Y
serving
trip
Gallup.
to
Deputy
TICKETS FOUGHT. SOLO
expects
Central. The colonel
to be John Wiley left
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
Alaevening
last
for
absent from the city several days.
AND EXCHANGED
mogoruo, where he will place in the
THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DEGlenville A. Collins, the newly ap custody of the United States five car
PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICAAssociation Office
pointed assessor of Santa Fe county. breakers recently taken
custody
TIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
who visited Mrs. Collins at Ias there by Ranger Dudley in
Transactions.
New
the
of
Cruces, returned to Santa Fe yester- Mexico Mounted Police.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.
Guaranteed
day morning.
This afternoon, a number of the ROSENFIELD'S,
11S
W.
R. R. Ave.,
The Arch Front
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Hughes passed local marksmen of Tue Albuquerque
eo
Sooth Second Street
through Albuquerque, Saturday night. Gun Club, together with Mrs. Nellie
last, ror Palo Alto, Cal., where tliey Bennett, champion woman trap shootwill visit the mother and Bister of er of America, were out at the Gun
Mr., Hughes.
Club's grounds, in Traction Park, for
Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna re an exhibition shoot. Owing to the
turned to their home at Ijcs Lunas high wind and the dust, the scores
yesterday. They rode on the flyer to were not as high as they might otherBEST."
Isleta, and drove from there to Los wise have been, but some good scores
were made, the work of Mrs. Bennett
Lunas.
Col. W. M. Berger, president of the with the shot gun. In bringing down
Belen Townslte and Improvement Co., the "clay pigeons" being exception
was in the city for a short time, last ally good, but not up to some of her
night, en route from Santa Fo to the previous record.
cut-o- ff
Hon. W. H. GiUenwater, the alder
city.
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
Leonard Hansen of Las Vegas has man in the "present" city council
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
arrived In the city, and Intends mak from the Third ward, and who
the purest of the
ing this his future home. Ho will aeepiy interested in the schemo to
pore
iccvpt a position as clerk In one of have the city purchase the water
company's plant for $2511,000, was
the stores here.
asking certain citizens this morning
Will Ments of the Pacific Conserva
where ho could find F. B.
J.H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists
company,
tive
Llfu
Insurance
left last president or me Monroe, Luchsinger,
Barnett Building
wis., water
night for a short business trip to company,
and who, in last Saturday's
points In Arizona, where ho will talk
evening citizen, vtaied mat a year
insurance to the Arlzoulans.
ago he was offerd
focal water
Mrs. B. A. Sleyster and daughter re- plant for considerably the
less 'than they
fill nod home last night after having aro now selling to the city, but he.
been absent from the city three and a alter examining property and condi
half months. They were visiting at tion of mains, contended that the
Mrs. Sleysler's old home In Florida.
price offered to him was more than
Miss Margaret Probstell, sister of it was worth. Mr. GiUenwater, when
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
Mrs. L. A. Hughes of Santa Fe, passed he meets Mr. Luchsinger, will find
Silthe
a
most
down the road, the other day, for
latter
honorable gentlever City, where she is a guest of man and. one above reproach.
M.
It.
District Attorney and Mrs.
The "special correspondence" from
Turner.
Holhrook, published In our estemmed
401-40- 3
Ou account of pay day at the Amer- morning contemporary, under date ol
ican Lumber company's plant Thurs- March 12, Is a very slow westerner
day, March 15th, our store will be His "alleged account' cf the killing
for
Mexico
open until 9 p. m. Simon Stern, The or bergeant John McJenklns at Fort
(or
AVrita
on
Flows
Wholesale
Prices
Other Farm Implements
and
Apache at the hands of Sergeant
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
is
tragedy,
Loden,
according
the
to
company
has
4
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
The American Lumber
changed the da'e of their pay day and me. alleged "special correspondence,"
tuhing
piace
Sunday
was
evening,
last
15th
of
will hereafter pay oft on the
N. M.
ad libitum verbatim in the
eah month. This month It will be published
Holbrook Argus March 3, and repro
Thursday of this week.
duced in The Evening Citizen a few
Miss Matthews, an Albuquerquean, days
later. After going the rounds of
In
are
Belen.
Emory
Davis
of
H.
and
THE
all
and New Mexico paSanta Fo, taking tho examination be- pers,theandArizona
then through all the western
fore the board of pharmacy, now in and
THE BEST MANUFACTURED
eastern papers the account finally
session there, to secure pharmacists reaches
our estemmemV morning pacertificates of practice.
per as a "correspondence" from HolMrs. M. J. Woods, the leading sta- brook. The Argus should offer
RAILROAD AVE.
a proover
tioner of Las Vegas, remained
test ai such Journalistic enterprise.
Sunday In this city, on her way home
Diamonds, Watobes, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
Two runaways occurred on South
We Invite
from California. She was the gueat First
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
street,
evening, one oc
while here of her long time friends, casioning thelast
other. The instigator
Dr. and Mrs. Goo. T. Gould
of the trouble was a horse hitched to
ASK MERCHANTS FOR IT
Prof. Hiram Hadley, superintendent
delivery wagon fium the Highland
shortleave
will
of public Instruction,
Becoming
Meat market.
frightened,
ly for AlamogoiJo, to attend a meet- - near the freight
depot. It dashed
asTeachers'
County
ing of the Otero
south, colliding at Coal avenue with
the buggy of C. C. Seemuller, causing
the Si
horse to do a runaway
stunt, not altogether ordinary uith
runaway horses.
I
After the meat
,
wagon horse had passed, the See- mu.br nag dragged its load to the
miilile of the street and began buck
ing like a well trained broncho.
After about three minutes of tills kind
f performance, It took a spin
around
the Muck, finally bringing up at lis
own liable. The meat wagon was
HARDWARE
WHOLESALE
RETAIL
and the Seemuller rig was
badl
wrecked.
APPRECIATE THE DISTINCTIVE GRACE AND STYLE OF
You can save a whole lot of darnOUR STEIN BLOCK NOBBY SUITS. BROAD SHOULDERS
HOES
ing by buying the celebrated Black
LONG LAPELS AND ELEGANT TRIMMINGS
RAKES
Cat s inkings, for men. women and
ARE THE
ehi! lr,!i.
They wear longer, wash
SPADES
LEADING FEATURES.
belter and look neater than any other
SHOVELS
brand un the market. At l"r"lo fine
HARROWS
SUITS $12.50 TO $3000 BETTER COME IN AND SEE THEM
a pair, at C. May's Shoe Stuie,
ail
CULTIVATORS
West Hallroad avenue.
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OF THE NEW
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SAFETY IN OUR SHOES
shoes must
any that
another pair
prove otherwise. How could we
are doing
the growing business
we had to exchange new shoes
very often? Our
safety
just where yours
the goodness of our
we
are
about what we buy and
what

all the very new styles
a season, wnich before
ttnu patterns
end, bids fair to eclipse all others
the
way of novelties
point of style
decidedly different from anything
shown.
are cut full with the length
four Inches longer than last season's
ments. Pants are full hlped;
with or
without collar
.
In point of color
decidedly grey; different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey - -

New-Mexic-

H

44
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Cleve-lander-

Spring Suits $10 to $30

SI MOM OTERN

Railroad Avenue Clothier
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F. F. TROTTER
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The Hickox- - Maynard Co.
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THE BIRDSELL WAGON

JUST

"THE WORLD'S

Whitman's bandies

1

bon-bon-

LUMBER

CEMENT
DOORS
GLASS

SASH

REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

MAIL ORDERS PUOMPTIA' FILLED

17

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers

North First Street
and Arizona.

New

Albupuerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

MERIT

Albuquerque,

Diamond

Palace

GOLD COIN FLOUR

Subscribe for tbc Citizen and Get the Ne ws

CO.
McINTOSHSUCCESSORS
HARDWIRE
TO
K. .J.

POST

&
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ROAD

TO

VINES,

PLANT HARDY
SHRUBS AND

119
West Gold

E.L. WASHBURN CO.

IVES,
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T19

THer
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HONEY-

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone. 718.
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FULL
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BUILDERS'
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PRICES ARE RIGHT.
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WE HAVE THEM.

SUCKLES

r

SCRAPERS

IS THE TIME

NOW

COMPANY

HARDWARE

CARPENTERS' TOOLS
CORRUGATED IRON
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES

West Railroaa Jve.
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